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PREFACE

The need for Adult Basic Education is becoming increasingly appar-

ent in our nation. The p_oblem of identifying and developing types of

models that will prove effective in enhancing learning among adults is

f prime importance.

Teaching protocols and materials must be developed with reference

to the unique nature and characteristics of the undereducated adult

learner. The problems that the teacher encounters in instructing this

type of student-are, in many respects, different than those of a child.

Consequently, an instructional program that is effective with an

elementary grade child may not be successfUl with the adult learner.

Adult educators must give consideration to new and more effective

types of teaching protocols and learning materials for adult ba ic edu-

cation. The following papers puggest three innovative instructional

approaches_in adult education. The authors highly recomme-d them for

tmplenenting in adult basic education progra
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IND VIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION BASED ON PERFORMANCE CURRICULUM

IN ADULT BASIC'EDUCATION

Introduction

Adult basic education offers a splendid and unique opportu_ity for

teachers to adopt an individualized instructional approach based on per-

formancecurriculum. The differences in range of ability, level

comprehension, and schooling among a heterogeneous undereducated adult

population pose a speeial challenge to the adult education teacher.

This challenge can be realistically and effectively met through

content methodology, and evaluation that take into account indi-

vidual differences among adult lea_n is.

Performance curriculum proposes co tinuous learning for each indi-

vidual student in a course. Because-it recognizes- a learning scheme

based on individual differences- it can be conceptualized as a student-
.

centered model. It offers an-opportunity -for the- student to begin at

his level of co-prehension or achievement- to -proceed at his- own

learning rate, and to undertake activities with respect to his interest

and motivation -at.various stag s of the total-learning program.

Time in class ( g. one or t o semesters of elec ronics) is

irrelevant .compared- tOachieve en- based.on.performance. crite

For example, a student who can draw a simple half- ave rec

ia.

_circuit with -. All its -cOmponents 04-e.lettrical potentials clearly ::

exhibits the_extent to hich: he has achi eve& -.a- :behavioral .-object ive_

as co pared to time conspmed in class.



Subject mat

Cuti ent

the adult le_ ner in basic and vocational educa-

tion must be based on the foll-win (1) learning style (adult psycho-

logical var bles), (2) relevancy to needs (level of comprehension and

application of communication skills, etc.) (3) _-_otivation and-in erest

-.at different instructional levels, and (4) relevance to life situations.

For example language instruction mus_ b- introduced at different

levels of difficulty. Picto ial examples and illust ations, especially

at the low level of literacy, can facilitate and guide the learner

progress through the lessons. Color and cartoons carrY a motivational
a

flavor, together with relevant instructional elements. Further, the

construction and arrangement of the Content material can be introduced

in-such a way to give the learner a sense pf Continuous achieveMent

(a s lf-reinfo- ement.mediu: -eover 'lesson content through

performance cu- ictilum can allow the student-to progress more rapidly-

into areas of increased challenge, or t- delve. Morelbroadly into areas

hin the Course parameter.

The Instructional Package

Performance curriculum usually follo-s a series of pres

instructional paCkage6.. TheSe packages represent the teaching materials

given _number of -tonterits-_--ithin- a course. -A lessonl)ackage- may-

incarporate one or more concepts, and the length may range from one to

ten pages depending on the n ture of he concepti to be learned. Like-

wise, the number pack ges in a course is depend&i- on the tote'

number of concepts a cove ed by a 1 of he students. or example,

a
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if the student completes all of the prescribed lesson packages iu a

particular course wfthina relatively short_time, he may progress into

a .ore ldvanced course which includes another series of instructiona

packages.

The learning package usu lly includes the following ingredients

for individualizing instruction:

1. Concepts are abstractions which organize the world

objects, events, processes, structures, or qualities into

a smaller number of categories,. (2:67)

2. Instructional objectives tell the .pupil what he will

have to be able to do when he is evaluated, the important

conditions- under which he will have to pe form, a_d the

lower limit or quality of performance expected of him. (3:52)

M 1i-dimension 1 media which;offer a variety of

the senses.-

Pre-evaluation to assess the extent that the pupil has

achieved the behavioral nb2ectives in the lesson package.

Self-evaluation to permit the student t- ascertain -his

own progress toward achieving the instructional objectiv s.

6i -Post-evaluation to determine the- extent to-'-whieh, the

student.has Achieved-the instruCtional,objectives

.result of thelearningsche e.

7 In-depth or quest activities to allow the student

delve into problem areas with increased intensity or

broaden his sco e of learning. (2:69)



A number of corporati ns and agnr ics are developing insLr- _loua:

packages for individual zed learn ng. Among them are NeaRad Corporation

in Fort Lauderdal_ Florida, and the r. ater ials Dissemination Center in

South Laguna, California:

individialized instruction based on performance curriculum

.need not wai_ r commercialized insttuctional packages. Au ingenious

teamof -dult basic education teachers can develop a set of learning

packages lor use in their respective instructional settings. It is

conceivable that learr ng packages composed at the actual ins,itutional

setting may prove mo e appropriate and meaningful to both teachers and

students.

a

The Role of the Teacher

The teacher in performance curriculum assumes the role of instruc-

tional FilrLa_g2E. Individual guidance and di e_tion becomes an important

aspect in the in tructional_scheme. Pre,-evaluation.and post-.evaluation

instruments provide the teacher with much pe nent information about

the student s status and progress in the course. These data give.the

student's level-of achievement) areas -f.deficiency and --trength, rate

of-learning in tiven lessons, .ability:to apply concepts in psychomotor

actiVities, ability to follow directions.given..in the-materialsj

c eativeness.a dlindependrite-

a e thus i te _Oted.as iagnos

-learning. The evaluation instruments

ic devices rather than grading tools.

-They provide guidanCe*-infor ationso-the:teacher van help the-student

eel-eat _ore- advanCed-lessons.in-the instruttional-program.

...Individualized- ASsiOtance plies A.:broader Connotation-_than mere

in addition to extending individualized attention
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students as needed, the teacher s role

leading, and controlling a- ivi (2:74)

hat of planning, _ izin

The Role of the Student

The student's role in an individualized program through perfor-

mance curriculum is relatively independent of teacher input. The major

stimuli for the student are no_ via large group presentations by the

teacher, but through multi-media available to the individual learner

in the educational setting. It does not preclude the possibility of

an occasional large group assemble e where stimuli apply in common to

most of the students in the ourse. Yet, since progress through the

learning scheme is based on individual differences nterest, motive-

tion, rate of learning, achievement level, etc.), daily teacher

presentations via the large gr up become virtually unn3cessary.

Similarly, it does not dismiss the possibility of teacher assis-

tance on a-one-to-one basis. Here,,two philosophical instructional

approaches can be envisioned. First the teacher may extend individual

assistance onli upon student request; or second, _he teacher, coghi

zant of individual deficiencies apd strengths, may voluntarily eitend

individual.assistance- as needs are. revealed. The author p °poses a .

.combination of the two approaches with respect to various -levels and,

degrees. of needs among .individual-students- as they .proceed through-a--

course

Individualized

the use'of mu

(pape- ?encil

learning through performance curriculum increases

media by individual students. Learning materials

programmed machines and manuals, filmloops slides,
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recording tapes, charts, fil s, etc. a part o the total instruc-

tional program. These supplementary aids can be made available for

v sual and auditory input as the individual student progresses through

each Instructional package. Needless to say, a current file can b

kept se the media can be easily obtained and used by the learner at

every stage in the learning, Of course, the categorization of the

media must be in relationship to the sequential order of the lessons.

Evaluation Inst u_ents

Three types of evaluation instruments can be made available to the

students: the pre-evaluation, the self-evaluation, and the post-

evaluation.

The pre-evaluation instrument determin s the extent to which the

student has achieved the objectives in a given lesson package. This

enables the teacher, in conference with the student- to select the

apprepriate instructional level for the learner to:undertake in the-

course or in a partiCular iratruCtional Package.

As the student progre ses through the le sons,. he _ay requesi a

self-evaluation test to-ascertain his own progress to a -d-achieving
a

the Ostructional objectives.- And When the student- fella he:haa

:achieved the lessonobjectiVes, a po -evaluation i:strument may:be

---requested. This-will determine the extent to which the student has

achieved the instructional objectives as a result of the-instructional

exposure.

A studen teacher conference may follow each activity. Th s

serves to select for the student an advanced level of placement in



the inst uctional scheme or crihe For him prior objectives in the

course content that need'additional attentIon.

In essence, the stud-nt progrc-:es through -the lessons at a pace

commensurate with his ahiiiL co !n7,c'd with guidance and assistance by

the teacher f.o- tIme to-time,- and with special reference to achieve-

ment based on .behavioral objectives and per so- _ance criteria. For

example, 'f a student.has exhibited the ability _to arrange and type-

te a short letter 75 words in length) 15 minutes with a minimum

of four e asable error,- as p escribed in- t e-lesson- objectives, he has

achieved a given achievement level and is ready --to.-selett a more-..

advanced leSson in-typewriting And in a second example, if A non-

English speaking .adult -student quickiTtitters.. the correct_oral English

response to a verbal s-=imulus (e.g. What is your name?)- he haa

achieved . a given behavioral objective.and is prepared -to undertake

the-next objective in the instructional program.

Pacing

A rapid learning pace need not be envisaged as a problem to the

teacher using performa ce curriculum in adult education. Advi ing thi

student to decelerate his learning pace can result in detrimental

learning effects--particularly with regard to interest and motivation.

Yet- the teacher and the student also must be aware that the accel--a-

tion.option is only one of three options ;mailable to the student in

a continuous progress plan. The two other options are the in-dep h

option and the quest option. Howard describes these two options as

-follows:



When the student pursues 4 topic, beyond the basic unit
by pursuing teacher-built, pre-planned depth units, we say
that the student ha8 exercised his depth option. If he
rejects the teacher-built depth unit and substitutes for
it a project which-has been proposed by the student, we
say that the student has exercised his quest option. (1:242)

It is conceivable that the three option approach is less likely to

st fle student interest and initiative, while it also provides an

'opportunity -for_the learner to apply greater depth and coverage in the

total learning scheme.

Summary and-Conclusion

The success of an Adult education progra- especially one which_

focuses on the needs of the undereducated adult, depends greatly dn a

_

functional and effective instructiona approach. We must face the fact

that the attrition rate in adult education (basic and vocational) is

apOallingly high. ." It is also A fact that students in these t- o types

of adult progra:_s have learn ng needs which are Uniquely different from

thoae encountered AmOng elementary and- SecondarY school_pupils. Whatever

the reason-for-discontinuing his- exposure.to formal---InStruCtion, -e

cannot affordto.give.the- undereducated adult -learner .the kind of

inatructional treatment he.has experienced .as a child or adolescent.

-Moreover, we must also accept the fact.that the range of individual

differences in ab lity, interest, motivation, schooling, etc., will

a y greatly amo g a group of adults as compared to a group of children

in a given grade level.

Based on the foregoing observations, it would be impractical to

prescribe an instructional program with a structured and common

beginning point for all of the adult students in a course. It is



cone ivable IA his type of an approach frequently has proved in'-f

tive with undereducated adults. Therefore, it is contend d that among

the instructional approaches described and prescribed by today's educa-

tors, individualized inst uction through performance cur -iculum appears

to carry more relevancy and meaning to _he undereducated adult learner.

This instructional strategy i§- earnestly recommended for consideration

and implementation in adult yocational-technical institutes and in

adult basic education programs throughout the nation.
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TEM TEACHING--AN INTERACTING SYSTEM

FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Clearly, Ame ican edu ation suffers from the self-contaminated

class oom in which all teaciers are exPected t- be all things t- all

students at all times. While the "Little Red School House" concept

which emphasized'the close relationship beween o e teacher and thirty-

five students may have been rea istic for the formative years of our

educational development, the structure is no longer applicable.

Some elementary and secondary schools have explored the advantages

of team teaching and.have experienced different degrees of success or

failure; this.haS ofen been based upon such .criteria as gains in

student .,chievement scores, reduced dropout rates, greater utilization

resource materials, etc. Where failures-have resulted, teaM-teach-

has quickly- loSt its luster as an innovative instructional approach.

In ehis pape- we propose that teaM teachingl baled on a Multi-

teacher ars roach.where teacherb simply take turns in conducting large

group instructions js not- the most effective and efficient way to:use__.

.a team s talent. We sUgge_ the.: Other alternatives-to the ulti-

teacher instructional structure, Which take into .cOnaiderat -n differ-
,

e tiated teaching roles with a variety of instructional odes and

ust be examined 'across the total educational spectrum.. .Further

this analysis presupposes that a team teaching relationship, based on

role differentiation, will_tend to heighten the teacher's perception

of role expectation which, in tdrn-2 will effect an increase learn-

ing.,

Unfortunately,I s ont views the educational continuum e is dis-

mayed at the lack *of imaginative and creative thinking reflected in Most



Adult Basic Educatl instructional progra s. Thus, in this paper,

attempt to analyze

ing as

e. theoretical and practice values for team teach-

7lates to instructional s ategies -hat become a part of

the Adult Basic Education teaci -r s repertoir6.

Theore_ cal Rationale

The Getzels' Model has been cited to formulai:e..a fra of refe-

ence for the discussion on .teacher. role eXpectations .(by_self And

othe s) in a group and in relationship to an

Stogdill, Scot

institutional setting.

and Jaynes, in citing Getzels, discussed the

tion that a d st nction bet een self-expectat ons and expectation by

sts in a group relationship. 1 In the former, self envisionsothe

his role as a type of behavior which seems

to him in terms of the demands

keference is made

situationally appropriate

those In his group;...and.. the: lattE

the expec atimby .gthe

occupanf behavio in his sta us

S- 62

persoha,regarding. an.

expectation, Which -ay o: may-not

.
Occupant

2
-Thit

perpeivestjs-responsi7

coincide ith one another, or with those of the

specifically,. is concernedwith=ha the teache

Getzels, qu

to uman ac ivity:

1-

colleagues and subordinates.

Charters,
3 proposes two inte ative dimensions

th nomothetAc dimension and the idiographic

Ralph N. Stogdill, Eli L. Scot_ and =illiam E. Jaynes Leader-

ship and.Role Expectations (uolu The Bureau of Business Research,
College pf Commerce and Administration, The Ohio Sta e University,
1956), p.1.

21

31,7 W. Charters. "The Social Background of Teaching," Handbook
of Research on Teaching. Edited by N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand McNally

and Company, 1964), p. 789.



dimens on. 'The nomothctic dim-nsion is basically concerned with "tho'se

aspects of social relationship ich are oriented co goal attainment in

the social system."4 The idiographic dimension is concerned with the

fulfillment of personal needs or the expression of personal character-

istics of people in a social system.5 Both di ensions are relevant to

a discussion on teacher interaction in a team teaching situation.

In examining the following diagram, we may conceive that .the be-

havior of the individual may result both from the expec ations held for

6
him by othe s and his own personality needs .

Social
Systein_

Institution Role ....a.Role Expec a ion

1 -1 1
IndiVldual_ _ersonality.r.Need Dispositior I

Observed
Behavior

It follows that an ideal condition will -exist .when. the .individual is

able to fulfill both the -expectations.hel&forhim by the inStitution

team or group, and- the needs -his own personality-.

Indeed one of the major problems in any ABE_progra is the diffe

.ence.between the expectations of:the..adult:student and the teachers. as..

ceived-.by. the _student as well as expectations:of. the "teacher and

the students a_ envisaged by the-teacher. -Students often feel-content-

and-methodology i$ i_elevant to his needs, . in essence, stUdent- feel

that the lessons_ have little utilization or immediate payoff in terms

of- work requirements, that teachers often fail to understand the

S- 63

4
Ibid.

5
Ibid.

6J. R. Kells, "A Concept of Staff Relations,
book, Vol. VIII, No. 7, (March 1960) p. 22.

Administrator's,Note-



ci cu ances--soeio-eeonomic, psychological--in which the student must

function and that the formal e'-7ational instructional techniques are

alien to the st

perceptions of student needs and expectations can cause cognitive

dissonance which prohibit the learner from making maximum use o_ his

potentials.

As one ean see from the model, effectiveness, efficiency and satis-

fac.ion are interrelated instructional elements. An examination

learning style. As-a consequence, 'different

the second diagram reveals that behaVior is effiejent to the extent

. ..
tha ees with eeds.

7

In eracting
System

Team or Group Role Role Expectation

allf IL fig

Observed
Behavior

S 64

ndividuai PersonalityteiNeed Disposition

We may further tenceiVe that behaVior can be A

fficienta that i -.ateacher7may-per-or

tions but mayde so unwillingly.

once e feetive b t in-

.expectations. and ndividual..needvare_incongrUen_ satisfactiOn cannot

be maximIzed. For example, the st dent and/or teacher with a high need

for autonomy is not likely to be satisfied under close supervision.

Team teaching, we believe, is one viable alternative that can

assist in establishing continuity, articulation and congruity between

student a d teacher needs and result in relevant performance growth.

7 bid.

8Ibid.
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Goal AttainmInt

Charters
9

in citing Getzels, presents the proposition that the

teacher contribtition to goal attainment is a function of his con-,

forrnity to the institutionally prescribed rale, whatever t ny be.

Associated with this are the ego rewards which groups members can

furnish. Often, there are sanctions-that may be imposed for noncom-

10
pliance

Thia aspect of Getze s' theory becomes quite realistic to the

teacher who for the first time, is cooperatively involved with other

teachers in hmplemen ing the instructional strategies for one parti-
.

cular course. Since weaknesses i- techniques will became apparent

It will no longer be necessary for the individual teacher to-live

with his inadequacies in- sol tude.
11

.Yet it is...through this inter-

action that self-improvement is .enhadced while individual and group

-goals are- being realized.

A person -.ill express a higher concern for a group goal if he'

feels that its.achievements- satisfy_h s _mn -ants,12 --Team_

teaching, through rale differentiation, prOvides a-better opportunity

for the realization Of-individual wants than is possible:in conveor

tionali single- teacher. Classes And.-as-the individual...perceives the.

Charters,

_10 d.

cit. 798-.

"M.Dclbert Lobb, Practical Aspects of Team Teaching San Francisco:
Fearon Pub ishers, 1964) p. 11.

12David Krech, Richard S. Cru chfie]d, and Egerton I. Baalachey,
Individual in Society (New York: McCraw-Hill Book Company, Ine. 1962

PP& 81-82.



-group moving successfully toward its object ves, his acceptance of the

13
group goals will become more complete.

Although the e are institutional goals as a 'whole," this does not

preclude, necessarily, individual goals. Our position, in fact,

suggests that indtitutional goals muct coincide with individual objec-

tives. Our hunch, based upon a rather wIde sampling of ABE--programs,

would negate the claim that there is not a close relationship between

indiVidUal and inst'tutional goals. The operational posture of "here

it istake it or leave *t' is not likely to produce-desired results--

too many people decide to leave it.

For goals to coincide, it is necessary- for those responsible for

the insl t tion and the students to decide upoa Specific behavio al

objectives. We believe that -ost adult-students are quite a le. toiplan

w th teachers what learning experiences will be most helpful. Indeed,

the studeht becomes an active member of the teaChing team rather then

a passive sponge soaking up the words of wisdo- that _co_ e f:om _the

oracle of all_knowledgeth: teacher'.

At least-the type of organitational-planning_strUCture'deseribed

ptovides a customdesigned hOmanistie. envronrnent in whfch'teache s-

- and. the -learner: -ork-cOopetatively and-CollaboratiVely rathet than the:

ypical gamc Of "learning". which._the teacher ofteh.-plays-by. one sec o

s-66

rule and .the-Jearnir..playa-b7:another_set of rules.

Changirg Attitudes

AttItudes. may be defined a



negative evaluations, em tional feelings and pro and con action tenden-

cies - th respect to a.social object.u1-4 As an individual moves into

a new group, he will tend to change his attitudes to conform with the

norms and values of that group. For example, an authoritarian approach

used in a group of 40 students may be aCceptable t- the tea- but the

same approaeh may not be sanctioned in small group sessions. Thus, a

teacher may tend to become less authoritarian in s all group instruction.

I- another example, grading standards and-disciplinary measures often

are based on cooperative planning rather than individual dis_retion.

Therefore, a.teacher in a teaching team will tencl to revise .he- grading

approach and clate-cont ol teChniques to conform with .the consensus.:

In a practical sense, teachers im an ABE team--might- envision-that

rather- than _having grades per -se, induction-must-be-based upon-pe. o--..

ance. :This propose's that the.estiblished practice of meaturing,achieve,

ment on-the-basis .of ti-e--semesters,
. minutes of c ass, number of

..periods.Must -be replaced with-..perfor- -nce-,criteria. Evaluation mutt

therefore,. be .consittent with-stated. behaVioral objectives. And since.-

traditional grading protocols prohibit this type of assetsment the

ABE teaching team might suggest, for example, that evaluation practices

in an ABE program reiterate the transitions indicated in the chart

on the next page.

4Ibid.

20
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Figure

From:

Tests as.punishment.

.MeasureMent by paper and
pencil tests.

Memory of facts.

Narrow range of behaviors
measured.

To:

Evaluation as a stimulant,
a humane guide to continued
growth and learning.

A variety of education
technique

. Focus on cu:iosity and

Evaluation of cognitive,
-affective:and psycholilotor
:behaViors.

Evaluation only by the 5. Self-evaluation.
teacher.

Team members would, therefore, envision.the .foregoing as consistent

with institutional goals and Individual exPectation6, as_well As- with

norms and value6 proposed and-Sanctioned by, the groUp.-

. .

1966) one of thew:iters% conducted a serles of interviews. i-h

teachers -assotiated with ABE programs in the San Frantisco Bay area.

Those intervieWed reported that their attitudes had changed toward con-

-ciliation -itil_group norms and values. All felt that constructive'

--commnts_ and -suggestions from colleagues had influenced some-of their

changes in instructional techniques, evaluation and interpersonal re-

:lations. Team teaching members 6 ld iongruity with group norms and

values was essential for educational efficiency atd-efketiveness. For

example, a young_butiness education teacher-who had-been overl demo-_
cra ic in: her first three months of teaching saiii she had gradually

adopted a less-democratic aliproach. :She-felt that being-lees demo-

cratic produced higher student achieve ents which ultimately heightened
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On the other hand, a young social science teacher in the same school

felt he had become less author tarian, He found this technique most

effective in small group sessions.. -Both of these _Protocols tended to

conform with instructional app-oaches used-by-colleagues in a eaching

team.

TI third interview was with an_experienced physical fitness

teacher whose previous experience was in a traditionally-organized

curriculum As- compared to his involvement in a-relatively. flexible

curricular structure.H. In his viewpoint there is a cluster of activ

ties common to most physical-fitness classes irrespectIve of cur icOlar

time structure; ho-ever- h_ found that c ass organization in a flexibly

-Scheduled cur iculUM demanded More Careful- -and. Continuaiis grouP. Planning

on the part. of -the faculty which,.-in turn, brought-about-greater-pupil

involvement in the learning scheme.

Another interview was with an experienced vocational a

H s classes were patterned along a traditional, vocational

a

five meetings a week for two hours, one evening each -veek. His Inter-

Action with other department teachers and students was not as eVident

as the others interViewed, but he, too, expressed the feeling that

1

team teaching induced_teachers to seek new ways to improve the Instruc-

tional program.

Instructional Strate es Through Team-Teach n

Toa-often, teamteaching is _associated with only one teaching mode,

i.e., large group instruction. If the concept of team teaching were
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1mited only to one teaching mode, the implementation -f the prog am

would be fut le; this type of organization structure is different in

Tist only. In this paper, -eam teaching is referred to as an o ani-

zation consisting of one or -ore teachers ssisted by one or more para--

professionals handling one or more classes -in a given subject.
,15

With role differentiation, several instructional -odes such as

large group instruction, small group instruction, medium group instruc-

tion,.and individual-d :ected- study ate possible. (The implementation

of this program is more fully realized in a flexibly structured curricu-

lum. This analysis particularly is concerned with flexible scheduling.)

The_e js little research available which indicates what constitutes

a large g-oup, nedium sized.group'or small group in the education ente

prise. We do know, however, that it is futile to consider free discussion

in a group of 40 unless-the class- is-divided ito sub-groups. It also

is iMpractical for a teacher to lecture to a s all group. -f Students

(8 - 12)

The site -of_the group is Significant only in terms of-the behavioral

objectkves established -.for a given- learning experience.- For this reason'

a large group Is conducive for presentation, a small group is conducive

or diacussion, a laboratory g oup is conducive for 'learning by doing,

and individual-directed study is conducive for remediation, enrichment,

tutoring. This implies that teachers will give careful consideration to

ode most appropriate hi respect to learning

15Staff Uti ization in Cooperative Teaching. Prepared by Mercedes

B. Ritchey. San Diego City Schools, San Diego, California (1964) 13-

(unpublished).



activ _y and group size. Where this is done, we may expect that higher

expectations and satiifactioii will be realized.

Role Differentitibn

The nature of the course, the instructional objec ves, -the parti-

cular talents of the team members and the availability -f facilities.

*-should dete .11 ne the type of team structure. Teacher roles are deter-

mined by the talents of the team members and the types of instructional

modes to-be used in the overall structure. We -inentioned earlier that

lectures, demonstrations, films and resource persons are most appropri-

-ate for .large g_ up. instruction; seminar work and discussions are unique

to small voup instruction; and individual help can be advantageously-

provided during unstructured time in the labs, resource centers,

libraries and open shops.-

From the for going, we can envisage teacher roles that gravitate

toward. their InteTest and wantA:. would be folly to expect all teach-

era to be competent in-all InStructional -modes-. SoMe :eachere a -e

better in large group p esentations while others a e more ,effectfve in-

small groups. A t acher who is an excellent lecturer with a tendency

do. more ta king

work:than-fa

than- the_students_--is bette _suited for-large-group .

-all-g oup.instruction The..f011o ihg Cour6e strUctu e

ill.strates how role differ ntiation is pos ible in team t aching:
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TABLE I

Instructional Mode;
and Group Size

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thursday F iday'

Large Group
(80)

Med. Group
(20)

Small Group

Independent Study

A, B, C
(40 min

D, E, F
C

(40 min. )

A, B, C.
(40 mi-

D, E, F
G

(40 in.

A,..B, C

(40 min.)

D, E, F
C

(20 mi )

A, B, C
(20 min.)

D, E, F
C

(20 mid.)

A, A, C
(20 mid.)

In the-above llustratiow.wb. -can-envisio

fessional"-(teach aide) whose du les are that.--of

typing and_dUplid ting.materials,-.correcting. tests, and supervising

_eacher--C as a-parapro-

resource- centers add other facilities used-lby-ttudents during_unstruc-

tu ed- time.. Our expe-ience has d us to believe that teacher aides

from the target population often have better communication channels

th students than some of the teachers. We may expect teachers A and

B to be highly competent in large group presentations and in prqviding

individual assistance at resource centers, labs and other study or

activity areas. Teachers D, E F and C are concerned with medium and

all group instruction. A dumber of students from the medium-and

small groups may be rele.ased for individual-directed study at the



discretion of the t am teache--, and some wjth unstructured time on

Thursday and Fridays may be scheduled back by the team for additional

instruction under t achers A and B.

It is apparent that this plan may provide a better way for utiliz-

i. g teache7-s with respeet to interests, goals and compote-c es than is

possible in a t aditionally structured course. Too, this interdisci-

-plinary approach helps to draw together isolated and f agmented con-

cepts that a so _etimes confusing when there seems to be no junction

between one traditional class and another class. In this sense, we

y suspect that higher role expectations a_d teacher-.student satis-

,

faction will be realized through increaseUin eraction bet een team

membe s,and between teachers -and.studeniS.

Leadership Expectations _in. Te_am Teaching

The. teacher will .simultaneQusly -occupy. seve -al. statuses in a_

b he may not exercise all the roles assOciated wtth those statuses

si_ultAneously.
16

teachin ir is possible _for the individual

to .occupy the p sition of team lea er, teacher and as .a subordinate'_to.

Other...institutional leadership.

. As a leader, he may feel certain pressures or:-demands.HoH he

envisages his responsibilities and how the students of the class

visualize his expectations-may not always be congruent. In Some situ-

ations, he may find-himself to be the man in the middle. Faced.with

Stogdill, Scott, and Jaynes, 22 cit., p.



co _licting pressures leader may respond in different ways.

Stogdill, Scott and Jaynes expressed this though_

...the leader may conform to one or the other Eet of
expectations and prepare to take the consequences, or,
as is more likely, take a compromise position and at-
tempt to reconcile the conflicting elements in the
situation.17

Chase,18- in his article How to Meet Teachers' Expectations Of

-Leadership, contends that when the expectations of the class are

appropriate to the situation and coi cide with the leader's concept

of his j b 'the opportun :ies for effective _eadership are good- but

where teachers have conflicting expic ,_ions of leaderShip, the-7

ship role is difficult

Tri a later.articieMoyer 9 described-.a study involving two

research instru,ents. One identified attitudes t ward leadership and-

the other measUred teacher-satisfaction. 'The-findings-indicated tha

where there was a similarity of- t tude toward leadership, there was

.also a sharing of satisfaction. The greater the unity of attitudes

toward the leadership, the higher the satisfaction.

Team teaching requires pre-planning. To expect teachers to work

together effectively simply because the organizational chart'is drawn to

indicate team teaching is naive. The e are a number of possible expla
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17
Ibid. .7

16Francis S. Chase, "How to Meet Teachers' Expectations.of Leader
Administrator's Notebook, Vol. I, No. 9 (April 1953), p. 1

19Donald C. Moyer, "Leadership That Teachers Wan " Adminis rator'

Notebook, Vol. III No. 7 arch 1955) pp. -4.
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ations for the potential proble s that might arise. First- -eacher

education programs are seldom designed to illu trate how a team arrange-

ment might be pulled tog_ther; s condi.: teachers usually teach as,..they

were taught and nOt many have observed other models; thirdly, teachers.

are ankious about.teaching in front of their collegues- for fear.of

criticism; there ate a number of other reaSons, too- not quite obvio

Anyone, howeve-_ can find reasons not to attempt something. We believe

it behoovesteachers a d ABE .admigistRators to ask themselves the question,

lwh t rewards at what cOsts?" We contend.that the rewards of team teaching

provide that potentialfor far mo_e.rewards-than the one teache thi ty

student organization.

.Jherefore, teache_s .need7

of prospective team teaching

criterIa acceptable

s- ucture is congr en

cOnsider-the educational phl osophy

embers, select leade s on the basis o

the team and decide what kind of

ith teacher

leadership.

Team Teaching Structures

Cunningham 20

describes

And stude

team leadership

.perceptions...of.::the.-

his article "Team Teachin e po

foar typeS of team teaching structures. -The types a-

"leader; ( ) the associative;

er! and (4) the coordinated te

the maste eacher-beginn g teach-

In the team-leader type, one member of the team serves as chairman.

20
L. Cunningham, "Team Teaching Where Do We Stand?"

Administrator's Notebook, Vol. VIII, No. 8 (April 1960),pp. 1-4.

28



He is expected to exercise varying degrceS-of leadership in addition to

carrying limited teaching duties. -The associate type is described as a

collective, non-leadership team; .e., " planning and instructiorl are,

worked out cooperatively so as to recognize special talents in deciding

upon tea ng resonsibIlities . he master-teacher-beginning-teacher

type Is d s -ibed as a combination-of beginning teachers- and experienced

teachers linked with one or more master teachers. Here tlstatus diffe

ences are implicit in the t am arrangement but these net-many exist

between old tim. s and n o e s.
u22

The coordinated team type is described

as one in which members haVe not been assigned joint responsibilities for

a large group of students but who must meet regularly

tO integrate and coordinate teaching.

joint planning

this structure members switch

sections during certain periods to capitalize upon special talents, but

each retains responsibility for a.clas6 of normal si7e. 23

The writers could describe. a number of other alternative structures--

as well as variations along the varidus themes described bY Cunninghl

The point is each group.of ABE teachers and thel_ students should define

the team relationship that-is -ost..likely to .preduce the desired .results

in-A given situitidn. .Becau-e needs.and resources d ff-_, the-team teach--

.ing organizational des gn is 41$o likelY todiffek. :One who reiies on_a

cookbook formula for entvwiU likely
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Conclusion

The limited scope of this paper does not offer conclusive evidence

that team teaching.interaction heightens the- role expectations and sat s-.

faction of teachers irrespective of subject matter field as co-pared to

thei- :ingle teacher roles in conventional classes. Much evidence, how

ever, tends to substantiate th: position -e emphaiize.

If the ABE programs of tomorrow are going to be signi cantly bet-

ter theywlil need to be significantly different. In-addition to such

new inputs as relevant curricular _aterials, interpersonal sensitivity on

the part of the teacher and further refinement of performance criteria,

we believe eam teaching offers new hope to of

t-_-acherslooking for a better approach.

=en stifled and frustrated
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MICRO-TEACHIN --A NEW AND DYNAMIC ABE TEACHER TRAINING APPROACH

new teaching appro Ch was used at the Adul' Basic Educat on Teacher

Training Institute held at the Southwestern Cooperative Educational Labora-

tory November 6-7, 1968. ABE teachers and program coordinators from the

Proteus ABE Train ng Project, Visalia, California, and the Individualized

ABE Program, in McMinn-ille, Oregon, were exposed to two variations of

teaehing techniques ift a-one-day. micro-teaching prograT 'developed by SWCE.1.

ABE. stafU:embers. Dr. Atilano uA1t Valeneia, Felipe Gonzales and..Lenin

Juarez..

Mrs. Ida. Ca --1.11° and Mrs. Dena- Dayton,-. o have had. uch..experience

Advising teachers -at the. SWCE14Pral.. Language-I? ogra- Institutes for. teathers..-

of Mexican-American, Indian-and.-Negrachildren reviewed ..-the.practical

aspeets of micra-teaehing Whieh- Also can be.apOlied. in the'.ABE-.:feacher... -ain

ing programs-. ..Cleto Duran: English as a-Secb.nd'Zang.uage.teacher at-the-

Technidal Voeat onal Institute in ..-Alhuquerque, was ..the chief advisbr-in.

-feedbadk-seSsionsafter.Aach.-. 'era-teaching exposure.

Eight non-English speaking adults with SParash-surn:

attending .ABE classes .4t the'. Tiehnical.V6eatiOnal Instittite-inAIbuq0erq

.served..as students in:the::.feachreteaehr

schedule was ad.. o lows:

essions. The icro-teaching

1-4-

1-4
1-4
1-4

A 5

5- 8

578
57 8



Participants were given a preliminary orientation on mi -o-teaching.

p inciples by Dr Valencia, followed by a presentation by Mrs. Carrillo

on specific techniques and teacher behavir_al patterns associated w th

two of four areas used in the RCEL OLP _icro-teaching scheme: Conven-

tions (Cues ) and Reinforcement Techniques. FiVe cOnventIon behavioral

patterns were obSerVed and..rated, -using the medium of television: listen

(Verbal signal and hand signal) -come here verbal signal and hand signal).

whole claas, repeat after me (verbal signal.and hand signal). individual

repeat after verbal signal and nane and Chain dialog (verbal signal)...

Five rejnforcement variables were treated: provide obvious conse-

quences for all appropriate responses, reinfqrce immediato.ly, wait -for

iong4Atency- e ponses,.prompt with partIal utterances .And reinfo_ce-
.

group responses.

Two other major teaching areas were discussed for inclusion in the

p oposed model (modeling and correqting erro s ), but were not t ied in

the training program.

Highly positive changes in teacher behavior on the given variables

were observed by the institute participants. Based on these observations,

the SWCEL ABE staff p oposes to refine this model with particular refer-

ence to the adult learner and teachers of adults. Further consideration

to the introduction and development of variables other than those tried

and presented at this inst tute will be given in the SWCEL ABE Micro-

teaching Hodel. This innovative teacher training approach can have far-

reaching effects in prepa-ing teachers and teacher.aides in adult basic

education programs through the nation. Additional information on this

new instructional edium for ABE Teacher Training Program is available

SWCEL.
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Materials for the follo-ing bibliography were obtained fram these sources:

Aiblio_raphy Materia_ Adult Basic Educat _n Students

Prepared under Grant No. OEG2-6-061894-1894
Dated June 29, 1966 and Amended October 21, 1966 and
-January 9,-1967-for-Period February, 1967 - June, 1968
By Adult Education- Branch, Division of Adult Education,
U.S. Office of Education-and National University
Extension Association,.1820-Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. .20036

The-Educational Resources in ation.Center (ERIC)

The Southwestern_Cooperative Educational Laboratory
Clearinghouse on Adult Basic Education for the
Spanishspeaking

This bibliographY is diVided into four parts:
Pages

Individual and Family Development 2 - 10

Occupational and Voca ional Skills 11 15

Communication Skills 16 - 40

ERIC Report Resumes 41 95

The ERIC Report Resumes section is composed of resumes directly from the
ERIC system. These resumes include the code number which ERIC has assigned
to it, title, author, the nam= of the institution, date, grant number, if
it is a evernment project, the price igoth in microfiche (11F) and hard
copy (HC)._/, number of pages, descriptions of the content of the article,
and a brief abstract describing the article.

One can get a good idea whether a certain article is of use by merely read-
ing the abstract. If it is, and he wants to obtain the whole article,
then he can do one of two things: find out what instiution near him has
the ERIC system and make use of it (usually the universities, offices of
exlucation in the state departments, the educational service centers and
the schools have them. Often it is not necessary to buy the article;
the materials can be read in the center.) or, the article can be ordered
fram the DRIC Document Reproduction Service, The National Cash Register
Company, 4936 Fairmont Avenue Bethesda, Maryland 20014
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INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY DEVELO NT
_ _ _ _ _

HASKELL INSTITUTE
Publications Service
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Jeffery, Nina. A Good Home for _the Fa_ilx 1966. 49 pp.

This booklet prepared for the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
suitable for low income groups. It discusses use and care
of household equipment washing dishes, bathroom care,
caring for one's yard. Grade level 3 - 5.

Table Manners.
How to Use the-Telt hone.
Driver Education.
Buying and Caring for Your Car.

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Stark, Johnetta. easure Cut 4nd Sew. 1965. 202 pp.

This softcover book provides detailed instruction in
sewing methods. Grade level 7 and up.

Troyer, Aurelia, Get Your.Money Worth. 1956. _202-. pp.

In telling the story of AdAm_Johnson-the.problems of a
consumer- are Covered. Adam Johnson moves-to the city,
needs to lease an apartment buy furniture and other con-
sumer goods. Grades 6 - 8.

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION
Prudential Plaza
Chicago Illinois 60601

Children*sjSpending. 1955.
Your Food Dollar. 1960
Your Shop_pi.n. Dollar. 1962.
Your Shelter Dollar. 1957.
Your Savings and Investment Dollar. 1959.
Your Home Furnishing Dollar. 1963.
Your Health and Recreation Dollar. 1961.
Your Equipment Dollar. 1963.



AND FAMIL: DEVELOPMENT

Your Clothin Do1lar. 1959.

1i: Moderns.
Your AutnobileI1zr. 1963.

Yqur 25.21Ett. 1960'

Useful information. Fi1nstrips also available for one
week period. .ades

INDUSTRIAL UNION DE A
AFL-CIO
815 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

7 - 8.

It's What's 1nsid That Counts (Packaging)
In Your Int -ests (Credit costs).

INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURAN E F' T.- NAL DIVISION
277 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017

.11.1cg.n the Most oi 1.our.

A series of ."lessons in consumer education for adults."
Five stories about people with. .problems related.to money.
Teaching aids at the end ot each story.. Interesting. read-
ing. Illustr-ted. Upper level readers.

MONEY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE Of
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION

Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Mind Your 14(..21-Lei Series.

No. 1. When You §2Ag24.
No 2 When You. Sho _

No 3 When You *I's.. Credit._f-

An excellent series of pamphlets prepared for low
income groups. format makes ideas stand out and
reading easier. Some difficult words. Good for
preparing word lists. Grade 3 and up. Filmstrips
available. Request information.



iNDIVIDUAL AND FANILY DEVELOPMENT

NATIONAL DAIRY COUNCIL
Dairy Council of Greater
Metropolitan Washington, D. C.

1511 K Street-, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20005

Letton, Mildred C. 1:2L,Eling Your 8abv):Wring His First Year. 1959.

For mothers of small babies.. Grade level 4 5.

Let on, Mildred C. It's Breakfast Time Somewhere. 1947.
_ . _ _ . _

.

For mothers of small babies. Grade level 5.

Piltz, 41bert. ._How YourHlWx Uses Food. 1960.

Useful illustrations dealing with digestion. Grade level 5

NEW READER'S PRESS
Box 131
Syracuse, New York 13210

Carnes .Marion. giP111.&_cP,Have aBaby? .1958... 16 pp.

This .softcover-book deals. with the vocabUlary and hea th
of haVing a baby. Grade 3.

..E1r. -on, Bevery. Ealsa& is Fun. 1958. 10 pp.

This ..book .about hutritibhAs aimed. -= the mothers of young
babies. Grad6-. 3.

Gillespie, George And Wanyee George, Wihy You-Need Insurance.
1963: 24-pp.

Discusses fire, car, health and life insurance. Includes
a glossary of insurance terms. Grade 4 - 5.

NOBLE AND NOBLE, PUBLISHERS
750 Third Avenue
New York, New Yo k 10017

S 84

Reading selections deal with shopping and family ii
situations. Develops comprehension and vocabulary
Grade levels 3 - 4.
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IND IDUAL AND FAMILY DEVEL0P1ENT

Cass, Angelica W. How Se. _ions on Health and Safety.

Reading selections deal with shopping and family life
situations. Develops' comprehension and vocabulary.
Grade levels 3 - 4.

OXFORD BOOK COMPANY
222 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

Cass, Angelica. _Flowto B A Wise Cylsumer. 1959. 174 PP.

Discusses the kinds of stores, following-ads and the
buying of food, clothing, furniture and household
applicances. Lists consumer words. Grades 3 and up.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPELETS
381 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10013

A Guide to Consumer Cre4it.
How to S-T- -H Your

FRANK E. RICHARDS, PUBLISHER
215 Church Street
Phoenix, New York 13135

Cochran, Eileen. Fthdig Ours 1964. 42-pp.

practical geograOhy.that includes..highway.ma0_reading-
And traffic sign6.-Q.eMPiehension questions are based
on. the reading Pine :i11Ustrationa.-. -:Gradei-levels 4-and:

up.

Hudson, Marga
1963..

et ald Weaver, Ann Gettinp Ready for isfa DEA.

_1-2ELL-Ei-&Accounts.:35 pp,

BOA .3-7-13*plpsHAh-ad.-

:Pridtical Illustrated-worktektb.deating:- with ,the-gpe d
and _saVingof.onels income.- :Grade level:Z



INDNIWAL AND fANILI DEVELOPMENT

Prevo, Helen R. Hap y Housekeepers. 1964.

The story-of two ch_estics. Suitable for females.
Includes vocabulary and exercises. Grades 4 - 6.

SILVER BURDETT COMPANY
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Call Them Heroes. Books 1 2

Stories about successful lives and success in careers.
(Select stories related to unit) Grade level 5 - 6.

STECK-VAUGHN COMPANY
P. O. Box 20208
Austin, Texas 78767

Bum n Grace. New Fabrics, NE C-o hes, alj. .X21.1. 1966. 92 pp.

Softcover b dirals with reading clothing tags, kinds of
fabrics, shoppimg tips, methods of clothing care. Grade
levels 7 - 9.

Hanson, Margaret J. The Care Give Our Clothes. 1966. 94 pp.

.Softcover book deals with daily and seasonal care ,of
clothes, ways to remodel_ clothesi and efficient shopp
practices. Grade levels-7 -- 9.-

Spitze, Hazel Taylor and R--z,-Pat-icia. We Are What We Eat.

.Softcover worktext deals with-meal- planning, the Selection-
and preparation-of-sood foodsand economical-. shopping-
habits. AcCothpanied by-leacher's Manual.. Grade-levels
7 9..

haley, R. F. Health for frisaamEs. 1966. 106 pp.

Deals with causes of disease and death mental health,
good eating habits quacks. Grade levels 7 - 9.

8 6

U. 8..-,GOtkOMENT.PRTNTNG.OFFIC71-:.-
---SuperintendeneOf POCOMenta
-Washington,- 4Y. C._

U. S. Department of Agricul ure.
Income Publications.



MD AT. AND. IAN ILL' .DEVELOPMENT

Child Devel- pment ___1 s:

Babies Touch, Taste, and .L.,arn.
Talk With Baby.
Babies Look and Learn.
May Games With Babies.
Parents and Babies.
A Note to Ag_e_12sA on Paren s and Babie
Fun With Circles.
LearnitIggirti. Touch.
Learniag Different ...§121s.A.

Books for Children.
Talk and Listen.
.111..plag Parents Teach Youn Children.
A Note to Ligfaq on alptu Parents Teach Youns Children.
A Note to Ampls on Parents and Teenagers.
Parents and IttnEEREp (Guide for Program Assistants)
Paents and IttgagREE. (Pamphlet for Parents

Yilms and filmstrips

The Film.librariea of S ate departments of
departments'of Mental health contain manY filma
Adult..Basic.Education. Other resource agencies.
May.provide films..aa well. asdiscussion.leaders.
.frOM.the.aPecialiat or conaultant. TreVi4W the
Sure.....that it is :suited for the particulargroUP.
effort.

education and State
that.May be USed. in
and orgarizations .

Ask for'.suggestions
film to_ be.. shown .td be

and worth.- the-.time and

A booklet Selected Filmson Child..Life is available .from..the
Childrem'sBureau.:, Department of.Health Education and..Welfare,
Washington, D C 20201.

Children at Play - With Poison.
Communicable Disease Center,

10 minutes,
or loan.

-61.6t .1963.

In animation the story is told of three children who
come in contact with products in the home that are
potentially dangerous to children if accidentally
swallowed. Eight steps for "poison proofing your
home" and descriptions of what to do in case of
accidental poisoning are included.

The J4LAgrousatElmtE. 10 minutes, black and white or
color. 1950. Sid Davis Productions.
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This film is designed to impress children with the
need to be on guard against molesters and not to
become friendly with strangers.

Heroine of the Week, 6 minutes black and white or color.
1954. Association Films.

A 12-year old baby si ter saves the lives of two younger
children from a threatened fire because of safety train-
ing she has received in school.

:lime Homicide. 8 minutes, black and white, 1954. Yeshiva
University.

Statistics on home safety are- presented including
animated drawings showing how accidents occur.
This film provides a springboard for discussion.

!ow to Have An Accident in the Home. 8 minutes, color
1957. Walt Disney Productions.

Common causes of accidents in the home are illuStrated
through animation.

SaveThoseTeeth. 11 minutes black and white. 1949.!1=mre.=.
-Encyclopedia Brittanica Films.

The importance of proper .clearising of the teeth is
emphasized. 'The film shows how teeth.are affected
by excessive use of refined sugar and demonstrates
the use .of sodium fluoride solution in the prevent _on

of tooth:decay. PresCribes specific' ruleS to be
followed in the care of teeth.

The School -that-Learned _to -Eat. -22 minutes, color, 1948.
General Mills.

The children and teachers in a small Georgia grade
school work to improve their health standards with
the cooperation of the whole community.

_Semiking and You. 11 minutes color, 1963. Contemporary
Films.

.This film_.i.s-,designed_to..cope with the.problem of-
cigarette amoking-and:to _Safeguard the,'health. Of
Youth.-
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2.1221hIng You Didn t Eat. 9 minutes color, 1945. Walt
Disney Productions.

This film combines entertainment with- basic instruc-
tion on the seven major food groups necessary to good
health and points out sins of omission as well as of
commission in eating.

The Time _of aadng. 29 min-tes. Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company. Free.'

To stimulate thought and discussion about the needs and
problems of children.

Tp Iceep Them Well. 15 minutes, color, 1958. Sam Orleans
Film Productions.

The hmportance of continuous medical supervision of
children from birth through school years is emphasized.

Wise Parents Health Babies,. 11 minutes, color, 1947. DuA t
Film Laboratories.

The role of prenatal services in safeguarding the mother
and the.coming. child- is analyzed. The film also shows
the importance of well baby care and is available in
English, Spanish, and PortugUese versions.

In yrevration. Adult Basic Education Department of Education, Albany,
New York. Filmstrips and accompanying materials for 10 units: Filmstrip
tapes; flip charts; student work material; teachers' guide and references.
Area: Health & Nutrition; Consumer Education; Home and Family Life,
Practical Government.

Highly recommended films for. all.whe Participate in Adult Basic
Education, StUdents,--professional::workers,- Volunteers. The:relationship
between the growth and.-self-realization-of the person and the-strengthening-.
of the family and community -are seen in- All-of them.- -Excellent -for civic
clubs and other Community.groups.-

Spring Comes to Ventreux. 20 minutes, colo

People in a West Virginia settlement learn what it means
to work together in making their homes and community a
better place in which to live.

Contact the local agr cultural extension agent. Distributed
through the agricultural extension service of universities
and the U.S Department of Agriculture.
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EDWARD FEIL PRODUCTIONS
1514 Prospect Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

-e- a LIttle Hgher. 20 minutes, color-sound.

Probing the thoughts and inner feeling of men who have
never learned to read well.

To TOUch a Child. The Mott Foundation, Flint.14 chigan.

An excellent film showing the importance of bringing
help through education to adults and thrOugh them, to
their children. Presents the idea adserviCe of the
comMunity school.
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Books and Pamphlets

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Reading, Massachusetts 01867

Educational Design, Inc. .How toGetajob. 1966.

This is a role playing book that provides situations
dealing with interviews for a job.

CALIFORNIA MIGRANT MINISTRY
3330 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

Goble, Dorothy. The F actical Education Series.

Driver Education I and II alifornia Laws
Good Health for You and Your Babv. 1964. 46 PP.
_ummatLag Handbook.
How to Be a Citizen of the United States. 1964. 30
How to Get a Job.
The Lopez Lainija. 1964. 57 pp.
Read to Learn. 1964. 65 pp.
You and Your M2E2y. 1964. 60 pp.

PP.

These_ are "readers w itten especially for-migrant.workers .

of. California. The first.of..this :series, JP.UHM12&,11111z,
is the story of a Spanish-speaking)migrant family. The
gother .readers deal with practical-. problems which-any rural
or_migrant family might encounter.

CHANNING L. BETE CO.
Greenfield,-Massachuse

ScriptographiC. Bo-As. _1965.

You and Machines - The ABC's of lechnc.cal Pro ress. 15 pp.
Wiw Vote: The ABC's of fili_z_sps1.-la. 15 pp.
ABC s of Life Insurance. 15 PP.

WILLIAM B. COATES &ASSOCIATES
533 Titie Building
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Filmstrips.

Telling Your Story on an apiEatat Application.
Your Job Interview.

FOLLETT PUBLISHING COMPANY
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Dare,- Barbara and Wolfe, Edward J.

Accent Education Titles.
You and yourpjnalun. 30 pp.
gg/IiRg That Job. 24 pp.

Turner Richard H. The Turner7Livingston_gelilia& Series.

The Person you Are. 48 pp.
The .Friends YoU.Make. . 48-pp.
TheMoneyYouSpnd. 48 pp.
The Jobs You Get 48 .Pp.

.The TownYou-Live in. -48 pp.

The Ttmilv'YoUke_lo_agHTo.- 48 pp,
.TeacherTs.Guide. .32-pp.

jhese spftcover boOke deal_withJndividual adjuStment.
HoUsing,- 'family relationships-, money-and budgeting, health .

habits are just some of.the topics touched upon. May 'be used'.

as reading, for special- -class discussions.- --Grade levelt 6 -

Lerner Lillian and Moller, Marga et C. Vocational Reading Serie

Marie Perrone, Practical Nurse. 96 pp.
The Delso Sisters, Beauticians. 96 pp.
John Leveroa, Auto Mechanic. 96 pp.
The Mllltrs- and Willie B. Butcher, Baker, Chef.

S-92

Through the adventures of the leading characters one learns
about the trades they are learning. Photographs portray
people at work. The language is teenage slang, but these
are usable with explanation for other ages. There are
comprehension and vocabulary exercises. May be used for
classroom discussion.
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HOBBS, DORMAN AND COMPANY. INC..
44 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Elis, E. B. How to Fill Out .6.22.11sitiaa Fo

Manual A. 40 pp.
-Manual B. 40 pp.

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Cooper, William M. and Ewing, Vivian C. How_to Get am& on
the Job. 1966. 133 pp.

This easy-to-read job guidance handbook presents a
series of case histories about employees with job
problems. Could be .used as a reader with follow-up
class discussion. Grade 4.

MCGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY
Webster Division
330 West 42nd Street
New York New York 10036

What Job For Me? Series of Vocational Guidance Booklets. 1966.

On the Job. 1965. 34 pp.

This softcover worktext-is. a sequel to illant a Job.. It
deals with setting ready for_work, grooming, doing and
knOwing how 'to do-a good.job and keeping_ safe. May.be
used as-a reader or for'class-discussion-. Grade levels
3 and up.,_

Mooney, Thomas J. The REs_tka Alon13 Series of Skill-Workbooks.

Volume 1 - After School is Out. 54 pp.
Volume 2 - Al Looks for a Job. 61 pp.
Volume 3 - A Job at Last. 61 pp.
Volume 4 - Misim in the Pocket. 62 pp.
Volume 5 - From Tires to Teeth. 69 pp.
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These softcover workbooks dealing with the world of work
all have reading selections and questions based on the
reading. Thus they may be readily used in ComMunication
Skills classes as well as for class discussion. Volume 4
correlates arithmetic problems with concepts of time,
salaries, deductions and cost. Grade level 4 and up.

Schneider, Bernard. Gettia& and Holding _a Job. 1966. 60 pp.

A softcover worktext developed for those ready to enter
the business world. Discusses applying for a job, fringe
benefits, social security, unions, methods of salary pay-
ment, deductions and how to hold a job. The vocabulary
and abbreviations found in want ads are taken up. Usable
in:Communication Skills classea for reading and Vocuabulary.

Trenkle Clare. yo.4. 1966. 200 pp.

The first of a series'. of hard cover social adjustment books
for teenagers. Many illustrations. The correlated You
Workbook-has exercises and vocabulary drill. While the
primary purpose of the book and the workbook amphasizes
social adjustment, the language arts skills receive second-
ary emphasis.

Charley The.TV Serviceman. 48 pp.
John Hecond Best.Cook-in Town. .48 pp.

.Frankthe.Machine-Repairma.n. .48 pp.
Carmen the.Beautician, 48 PP.
Nick the-Waiter..48 pp.
Ginty- theOffice Aisistant 48 pp.
Pete the.Service Station Attendant . 48 Op.
Judy. _the Waitrss. -48 pp.
Joe _the Salesman.. 48 pp.
Timp theDraftsman. '48 PP.
--Phil'the.File'Clerk. 48 .pp.

Fictionalized short stories:about people in. various.jobt
'written in a:style designed toappeal. tp young Adults but
conceivably good for-older adults. .In..theprocess_of
.,telling a story 'the booklets..describe..the various-jobs.
:found 'filMstriPs'are available .that :show and. exPlaiti

.

what is nVol-Ved in varioUa-kinds'of work. Grade level '4..

OXFORD BOOK COMPANY
222 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003
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Howard, Richard D. asaleysIglies.. 1966. n

A course on what not to do on the job. This is a book for
the teacher with twenty cartoons to display to the clasS.'
These cartoons evoke class discussion. All levels.

FRANK E. RICHARDS, PUBLISHER
215 Church Street
Phoenix, New York 13135

Hudson, Ma_garet W. and -eaver, Ann A. I Want a Job. 1964. 36 pp.

This softcover worktext contains.job applications, discusses
the job interview and keeping a job. May be used as a reader
or for class discussion. Grade levels 3 and up.

SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

The Job Ahead: NE

1963. 169 pp.
Rocheste cupational 22a4iLis Series.

Stories deal with jobs available to the adult with little
education. It is available on three levels: 2nd grade
level, 4th grade level, 6th grade level. The stories
and illustrations are the same. Exercise workbooks and
a teacher's guide are-available.

Rochester ps.s..12....1 Series.

Paperback books deal with jobs available to those of
low skills. . They are Available on three levels: 2nd
grade level 4th grade level, and 6th grade level. The
stories and illustrations are the same, -Subjects
covered iticlude restaurants and cafeterias, bakeries,
truck farming,-- supermarkets-and gas stations.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING -OFFICE
Washington, D. C.

Joe Wheeler. Finds_a Job and Learns. About SOcial Secvritv 1964. 23 PP.

..ToeWheeler-iearns about oid-age retirement, disability
benefits-and survivors' benefits. Ihere.are comprehenSson.

. exercises dealing with the material.- Gra4e 3 And above.
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ALLIED EDUCATION COUNCIL
5533 Woodlawn Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

SKI LS

Chapman, Byron E. and Schulz, Louis. The _ott Basic Languae Skills
Program. An Adult Reading Program. 1965. A teaching system.

Reading 300 - For Beginners (through 3rd grade level).
Basic Language Skills 300A
Basic Language Skills 300B
Wordbank - A pictatex book of illustrated words.
Basic Numbers and Money - Everyday use of arithmetic and
money.

Reading 600 - For Intermediates (Grades 4, 5 and 6_
Basic Language Skills 600A
Basic Language Skills 600B
Wordskill-- Applied Daily Reading Exper ences.

Reading 900 - For Junior Level (G-ades 7, 8 and 9)
Basic Language Skills 900A
Basic Language Skills 900B

Each series accompanied by an Instructor!s Manual.

Reading 1500.Series FOr the Teacher.
agshinz Adults "to-Read.
my to Basic Language

A sequential program to teach writing, spelling, reading,
comprehension, numbers and money. Phonics approach. Paperbound.

APPLETON CENTURY CROFTS, INC.
35 West 32nd Street
New York, New York 10001

LrImiastrt Vocabula 1964.- '214 pp.

This text iS divided into two seCtions.
. The first develops

the meaning of prefiXeS'through the _prOgraMmed frames.
_After a number- df- -prefixes are introdutedp an .essay is
presented. At this-time, the student utilizes hia- knowledge
to complete the thoughts in the essay. I-Part. II is similar
-in structure-but utilizes roots instead_of prefixes.
Grade-8 and-up.
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ARGYLE PUBLISHING CORPORATION
605 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10016

Improving Your Written Camnunicaton .

BEHAVIORAL
Box 577
Palo Alto,

SKILLS

Self-paced program teaching the proper'
letters. .Grades 7 and up.

SEARCH LAbOATCRIES

California 94301

M. W. Sullivan. Programmed 1,12,itaz for Adults. 1967

This series is a refinement.ox the..McC Hill Sullivan
Reading Series. It is more. detailed, contaIns multi7=
racial illustrations and has supplementary readers using
the voCabulary learned.

CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU
Del Monte Research Park
Monterey, California

Lessons for Sel n 'Basic Skills 196566.

Reading yqgthl*Ilenslon:-- Sbdeen titles at-four different levels to
develop .reading eqmprehension... These are programmed, self-pacing
branching as -oPposed to linear in development.

Following Directions.
Reference Skills.
Reading Issm.2.E.L.91LI
.Refdins Interpretations I

Engli.shLarkEllag: Eight titles
elements of grammar. These are

Sentence Patterns.
Verbs.
Punctuation.

gA.211A111211211.

at

5-6 7r.8 .9.plus.

3-4 7.8
3-4 plus
34 5-6 1-8 9 -plus

o levels cover the basic
pro rammed, self-pacing branching.

S-97
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CENCO EDUCATIONAL AIDS
EDUCATIONAL READING AIDS C)RPUIATION
Carle Place L. T., New York

Caruse, Damenick and Krych, Robert. You Can Read Be er.

Art Adult 1.1p2u2ELII to Better Aes_i_lias. 1966.

You Can _Read Better. 258 pp.
Teacher's -Guide.

Reading Pacer (machine).
14 Lessons Rolls (To use in Reading Pacer).
1.122Lae Barnhart Ltzi_t_lp,tais Dictionary, Fifth EditioA.
735 pp. (Published by Doubleday and Company).

A beginning reading system that emphasizes vocabulary
and the learning of reading through the use of the diction-
ary. The Reading Pacer is a simPle machine designed to
be operated by the individual student. Grades 1 - 4.

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT LABORAICRIES
284 Pulaski Road
Huntington, New York 11743

EDL Study Skills - Lasaa for Reference. 1962.

Organized like.the-other EDL..packaged .programs-
program teaches the'...use_.of.tefereno skills an
great stress on critical. reading.

this

EDL Word Clues, Eook G. 1962. 160 pp.

A. programmed text which enables the student to build
his word...power. The Student write through the first set
.of frames-and..starts from- the beginning:again...to...do..

....the..SeConcraet...offraMei. -The-Waide..selicted.for-u-se
are- high. figuring _words according-to.research.H:The -back-

has...30 _leasons-of 1.0.Words each.. -Tea6het's Manual:and
unit .tetl;s are available.. Grade.7.

ELECTRONIC TEACHING LABORATORIES
952 Frederick Street
Hagerstown, Maryland 21740

Bordie.. gaiLah..

-"This program....consists.-of. 40 .reelsmith instruction6 given

iti-Latin'American.....Spanish... _There :ate. grammatical' drills
cok.telated to..-:texts'of other Oittaishe
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Foltz. iSeries I, ailE12h II, and E1ementa ujimakth.

Series I cons -ts of 41 reels with grammatical drills
correlated to texts of other publishers. Series II has
40 reels.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SERVICES, INC.
1620 Belmont Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20009

En lish 900 A Basic Course. 1965.

Books I 6 Basic Texts
Workbooks 1 - 6 - Correspond to lessons in texts.
Readers 1 - 5 - Correspond to Booke 2 -
Tape Recordings - 180 (30.for each text
A Teacher's Manual.

6.

Designed. for .English as a second language, thesix
textbooks present 900 base sentence6 (henCe the name
that cover:the basic structures andvocabulary
of English. New Vocabulary and StructureS are:
learned by varying the basic.sentences.. Each tex --

book hag a student workbook that:is programmed for
independent Student use, accomOanYing readers and
tape -recordings,

NOTE: The prOgrammed workbook6 May be used withOut..the
.basic textbooks, alone, or as a _SuppleMent to other text.

FOLLETT PUBLISHING COMPANY
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Hook, J. N. and Dr. Evans, William. Individual zed English, Set J.

Programmed grammar and usage. Grades 7 m 9.

Instruct° s Book I 171 pp.
Instructor s Book II 152 pp.

-A. Beginning program wt.tith.uses A phonetic.spproach in
reading-and:integrates_..reading; writing; spelling-Engl
grammar, and:Arithmetic Book-I r-gradele-Tels'-0-

gra4104s-.5
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GLOBE BOOK COMPANY
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10010

Glassman, Jerrald, yss.grammed Ejs_a_. Grade 7 and up.

LANGUAGE LABORATORIES, INC.
4823.Fairmont Avenue
P. O. Box 5999
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

This programmed course is designed for the Spanish-
speaking who are learning English. .The emphasis is
.on pronunciation and vocabulary of conversational
English. Reading and writing are also taught. The
course includes 1200 words and 120 hours of instruction.

A language laboratory type Of tape recorder is required.

MACMILLAN COMPANY
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Engl sh 900.

A. course for adult StUdents of English as a Second
Language'. There-are'six baSic textbooks, six
supplementary workboas, five .suppleMentary readers,
180 tape recordings, and..a..teachees.manual.. Basic
sentences with substitution.drills.are .uSed. _The
tape.recorder responaes can-be self-instructional.
The workbook& are prograMmed.

Learning How to Use the Dic.iona '1963. p.

.A special programMed unit, this-worictext.presents.the...
-baSic'.'skilla....Usedin..'firiding...'Wordsjn7the'..dictionary and

thoae:.ekil.laneeded4ot..efiningi".spellingand.:using..
WordaaPprOPriately...While..,..particiOating:-in't4S:pro

pupil-.4s'requiredtdnae'.-hia....dictionaty-ore
-than245 times-.Trogresstests and:a teachees_mAnual.
areinclUded-in the.:prograM.-
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McGRAW - HILL BOOK COMPANY
Webster Division
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

Buchanan, Cynthia D. Ilus.smej. Readir, for Adults. 1966.

This linear programmed series consists of eight text-
books, placement tests and teacher's guides. Book I,
The Letters of _the Alphabet, and Book 2, The Sounds
pf the Letters, require teacher direction. The other
books are selfpacing.

After using the placement test the student may start
at any point in the program. Grades 0 - 6.

Book 1
Book 2 -
Book 3 -
Book 4 -
Book 5 -
Book 6 -
Book 7 -

The Letters of the Alphabet. 128 pp.
The Sounds of the Letters. 96 pp.
From Words to Sentence&. 96 pp.
Sentence .tiiLas. 96 pp.
Paraaraph ;Reading. 96 pp.
Consecutive Paragraphs. 96 pp.
Content An.alysis. 96 PP-

Teacher',8 Guide to Progratmued Readi for Adul 1966.
96 pp.
Placement Test, 1966. 16 pp.
Teacher's Manual, yrogrammed Reading for Adults, Book
The Letters of the _41212.0s/.. 1966. 128 pp.
Teacher's Manual, Imummta Reading for Adults, Book 2
The Sounds of the Letters. 1966. 96 pp.

CHARLES E. MERRILL, INC.
1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43209

iBuiljlagRsclizz.Power.

Reading instruction progranned at Grade level. 5.
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SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Woolman, Myron. Readins In H' h Gear. 1965.

A reading program designed primarily for adolescents
who speak and understand. English. Starts with introduc-
tion of the most comman letter sounds.and shapes. It
ia a highly structured, semi-vrogrammed, phonic reading
system consisting.of four teachers' manuals and eight
students' workbooks... All studentsmust Start at the
beginning but progress is at an individual rate of speed
except that answers are not provided. The vocabulary
has much adolescent slang. Grade level 0 - B.

SILVER BURDETT COMPANY
Morristown New Jersey 07960

Laubach, Frank C. and Wol
Power. 1965.

illiam C. kilkupiz Your Language

Programmed reading for adults is provided in a series
of_six paperbound books. The series uses-_the Laubach
system_wh.ich _starts...with a fmmiliar.illustration..and..
relates it to written letters. This is a. phonicapproach.
The student's write lettere .and words and.setimmediate
feedback on how theyhaVe done. Grade levele..0. 4

iook 1 - 117 pp.
B4Ok 2.- 110.pp..
BOOk 3 - 110.pp.
Book. 4.

.00k 6 78 pp.

WASHINGTON SQUARE PRESS
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10020

Shefter, Six_Minutes:A Dy to Perfect 12±11.1411 1962.-

.61f-help text for indiViduals t- proceed at their.
own.pace. _Grades 8..
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GROLIER EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION
845 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10002

The ReadiRg Attainment ,System. 1967.

A remedial reading program consisting of 120 different
Reading Selections, with 120 accompanying Skill Cards
that contain vocabulary words and also, exercises for
word meanings in context. Each reading selection also
has a'skill card with an answer key. The student can
correct his answers. The selections include many action
stories but also deal with application forms, an
employment agency, and a few health topics. Grades
3 and 4.
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AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

Kittle. Wrting For Adults.

Manuscript and cursive writing. Grad s

AMERICAN INCENTIVE TO READ
2015 W. Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles California 90006

The AIR systmn is basically a controlled phonica course
which teaches the fundamentals of reading sounds and
spelling rules. It was not exclusively developed far
adults and its format is obviously designed for child en.
It is included because same teachers -found it useful.
The phonic sequence is highly ordered. Phonograph
records are coordinated with the lessons as an audio
aid to reinforce instruction. Diagnostic-tests and supple--
mentary phonics qctivities as well as additional adult
reading are necessary. Grades 0 - 3.

AMERICAN SOUTHERN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Colonial Press Building
Northport, Alabama 35476

Boone, Lelia Phipps. Word St0,4 for Adults. 177 PP.

Esth new word is used.in a study .which is follow- d by
exercises for the. Student. Commonly.misspelled
words are- included AS well as Toots,- prefixes-and
suffixes. Grades 2 - 4.

Word Study for Adults Book II.

Continues word study and sPelling sta ted in Word Zack
for AdUlts. G Ades 5 8

Boone, Lalia and Twitty, Lana. namEEEigt for Adults.

Shows the six ba ic strokes used in manuscript writing.

Boone, Barrett and Twitty. Advanced kleas_r_ip t for Adults.

Prov des basic forms stich as driVer's censa, job
appl cation, voter:.registration and: socialsecurity.
It is useful as accompaniment to mawaREEL2or Adults

_
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Poore, Mary. Advanced Handwriting for Adults.

Legible handwriting, good study habits, and good citizen-
ship are related to each other. Grades 5 - 8.

BARNELL LOFT, LTD.
111 South Centre Avenue
Rockville Centre, New York 11570

speciii.s. Skills Series, Books A - F.

Each grade level has four workbooks that develop four
types of comprehension skills: Los.slilm the Answer,
Gettiag the Facts, Following Directions and using the
Content. Designed for elementary children, but of
possible use for adults. Grades 1 - 6.

CASCADE PACIFIC BOOKS
5448 Forty-Seventh Avenue, S.W.
Seattle, Washington

Allasina, T. A. and McLeod, N. N. jagiming English for Men
and Women. 1958.

kart I - 107 pp.
Part II - 109 pp.

Designed for the foreign born, Part I discusses
learning to speak English, learning about the U.S.,
shopping and going to church, all aCtivities of Peter
and Olga in this new land. Part II brings Peter and
Olga to a factory, a bank, a restaurant, a baseball
game, and discusses the process of becoming a
citizen. Softcaver, text wrkbook.

ARTHUR C. CROFT COMPANY
100 Garfield Avenue
New London, Connecticut 06320

Bright, Emma Lewis ane Mitchell, Eva Cornelia. The Home and
Family Life Series. 1957.

Reader 1 - A ay With the Brown Family. Grades 1 - 2.
Reader 2 - liataim a Good Livina. Grade 2.
Reader 3 - The Browns at School. Grade 2.
Reader 4 - The Browns and Their Neighbors. Grades 2 - 3.
Accompanying Teacher's Guide.
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DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, INC.
277 Park Avenue
New York, New York

Zenith Books:

Dobler, Lavinia and Tcppin, Edgar A. Pioneers andiatriots.
1965. 118 pp.

Tells the stories of six Negroes who contributed to
America's fight for independence, and her growth as
a nation: Peter Salem, Jean Paptiste Pointe DeSable,
Phyllis Wheatley, Benjamin Banneker, Paul Cuffe, and
John Chavis. Grade level 5.

Meltzer, Milton and Meier, August. Time of Trial, Time of mat.
1966. 120 pp.

A history of the period between the First and Second World
Wars during which American Negroes waged a painful,
turbulent, and often uncertain war for justice. Grade
level 5.

Sterling, Dorothy and Quarles, Benjamin. Lift E1721.1: Voice.

1965. 116 pp.

Highlights the lives of four leaders whose accomplish-
ments and ideas significantly influenced the stature of
the Negro in American life. Includes stories about
Booker T. Washington, Dr. William E. B. DuBois,
Mary Church Terrell and James W. Johnson. 5th grade
level.

Dobler, Lavinia and Brown, William A. Great Rulers of the African
Past. 1965. 120 pp.

Stories of five African rulers who led their nations in
times of crises. The stories take place between the
thirteenth to seventeenth centuries and describe conflict,
foreign domination and the lives of five great African men.
5th grade level.

Davidson, Basil. A Guide to AfricannEtam. 1965. 118 pp.

Tells the story of the African people from their earliest
origins and their independent past through the days of
the slave trade and finally to the new Africa of today.
5th grade level.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, INC.
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60617

Gattegno, Caleb. Words in Color.

Each of 47 sounds of English is printed in a distinctive
color but represented by traditional letters. Consists
of three books, Book of Stories, Worksheets. For class
use there are 21 charts, a phonic code of 8 additional
charts and word cards. Some teachers who do not use the
books find the charts useful. Grades 0 - 2.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE RESEARCH, INC.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Litupsias the Enakist Language. Book IV. 1953. Grades 4 - 6.

Richards, I. A. and Gibson, C. M. A First Workbook in Araulh.
1956.

A picture association approach to learning English
for the foreign-born.

FOLLETT PUBLISHING COMPANY
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607

. Words on Jazer. 1943.

Adair, J. B. and Curry, R. L. TallAral It Over. 1966. 24 pp.
Accompanying Instructor's Book. 24 pp.

A reading readiness program designed for the under-
educated adult but especially good for those learning
English as a second language. Using pictures as
a basis for discussion, it is designed to enrich the
student's listening and speaking vocabulary and
skills and to aid in the pronunciation of troublesome
sounds. Troublesome sounds for Spanish-speaking,
German-speaking, and Italian-speaking are discussed.

The Reading For a kapolsaarzaa. 105 pp.
Accompanying Instructor's Book.

Develops basic reading skills by utilizing the sigbt-
word approach. Includes auditory and visual dis-
crimination, speaking, listening, alphabet, handwriting,
word recognition, and comprehension. Grades 0 - 6.
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inteadi 12122moint.

Designed to develop word recognition skills, compre-
hension, speaking, writing and listening skills. The
content is based on United States History. Grades 5 - 8.

Bauer, Josephine.

Getting Started: Communications I. 1965. 105 pp.
On th'e Haw Communications II. 1965. 107 pp.
yull Sped Ahead: Communications III. 1965. 90 pp.

A series of three books utilizing a systematic applied
linguistic approach to teach reading, writing, spelling
and basic English. Starts with the alphabet and with
pictures of familiar objects. Teaches writing at the
same time as reading. The first book encompasses
grades 0 - 2, tbe second book grades 3 - 4, and the
third book grades 5 - 6.

Beck, J. H. galtutimilla the Automobile.

Written at 6 - 7th grade level. Drawings and a clear
text explain the workings of an automobile.

D. C. HEATH AND COMPANY
285 Columbus Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Colton, R. G., Dans, G. M. and Ransaw, E. A.

Livinis Your jaliougi. Grades 7 - 8.

This worktext links life experience with minimum
essential of language expression. Grammar, spell-
ing and punctuation are introduced as functional
experiences, diagnostic and achievement tests are
self*.correcting. Although designed for adolescents,
the format and illustrations are suitable for adults.
Grades 7 and 8

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Goss, Jocelyn Pretlow. The Thomas' Live Hers. 1965. 150 pp.
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This softcover book tells the life of a family living
in the country. Topics covered include farming, home
management, personal relationships, safety, civic
responsibilities and community services. Good for
individual reading in group reading and discussion.
Vocabulary and comprehension are stressed. Grades
5 and up.

Henderson, Ellen C. and Henderson, Twila L. Learning to Read
and Write! 1965.

Henderson,
1965.

Hollander,
1964. 278

Ellen C. and Henderson, Twila L. ktg.sp..trig

Sophie Smith. Lipres:_31.o.n.s.ri sht United States.

PP-

This softcover book is for use in classes of English
as a Second Language. It consists of a series of
letters written by foreigners who describe their
impressions of the United States. There are vocabu-
lary and comprehension exercises after each selection.
Grades 5 - 6.

Morris, Phyllis D. Life with the Lucketts. 1965. 151 pp.

This paperback book tells the story of an urban
family and their problems. Subjects covered include
jobs, safety, family problems, consumer education,
and school relationships. Vocabulary and compre-
hension are stressed. Good for individual reading,
group reading and discussion. Grade 5 and up.

Owens, A. A. and Sharlip W. Elementary Education for Adults.
1950.

Worktext that develops vocabulary. Grades 1 - 3.

Wachner, Clarence W. Esigliti for Adults. 1964. Grades 7 - 8.

.Weinhold, Clyde E. linglish. 1962.

Basic course in language skills such as vocabulary and
punctuation. Supplementary for reading. Grades 5 - 6.

HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN COMPANY
53 West 43rd Street
New York, New York 10036
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Richards, I. A. and Gibson, C. M. Learnig the Englishanguage.

Textbook Workbook 1 - Grades 2 - 3. 1963.
Book 2
Workbook,
Book 3
Workbook,
Teacher's
Books 1 -

- Grades 2 - 3. 1943.
Book 2 - Grades 2 - 3. 1949.

- Grade levels 3 - 6. 1943.
Book 3 - Grade levels 3 - 6. 1949.

Guide for Learning theitlgashImmlags.
3. 1945.

An oral-aural approach to learning English as a
second language. Possible application for literacy
training for native Americans if selective.

LAIDLOW BROTHERS
36 Chatham Road
Summit, New Jersey 07901

Neal and Foster. Study, Exercises for De_zelaaing Reading
Skills. 1965.

Although designed for children, the exercises in
these four workbooks may prave usable for adults.
The drill is designed to improve camprehension
and vocabulary. The content includes fiction,
history, geography, citizenship, nature study,
thrift, health, character development, and safety.

Book A - Grades 4 and 5.
Book B - Grades 5 and 6.
Book C - Grades 6 and 7.
Book D - Grades 7 and 8.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washington Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105

Guilder, W. S., Coleman, J. H., and Jungeblut, A. Ileadira

for 'Meaning. 1965.

These nine softcover worktexts were designed for
children but may be useful if material is carefully
selected. There are practice exercises for reading
speed and comprehension. Accompanying teacher's
guide. Grade levels 4 - 12.
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MACMILLAN COMPANY
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

English This Tay.

Designed for En31ish as a Second Language. There
are 12 books and 2 teacher's manL11s in this series.
Books 1 - 6 cover 3 years of English study.

Gateway laraip.h. 1966.

faelas.
Who Am I?
A Family is a Isay of Feel..
Stories in Scuis and Verse.

Designed for the educational disadvantaged these
stories deal with problems relevant to those living
in urban problem areas. Grades 7 - 8.

Laubaca, Frank D., and Hord, Pauline Jones A Door Opens.
1963. 122 pp.

A reader for adults that tells the story of the Hill
family. Consumer, health and job problems came up.
Grade levels 4 - 5.

Laubach, Frank C., and Hord, Pauline Jones. Goinz Forward.
1963. 78 pp.

Laubach, Frank C., and Kir; Mooney, Elizabeth; and Laubach,
Robert S. The New Streamlined Series. 1966.

This basic reading and writing course is a phonic approach
to reading. This is a revision and elaboration of the
original Streamlined English. A key feature of the
Laubach method is a memory-aid device that uses pictures with
superimposed letters to associate sound with sight. The
series may be used for individual instruction and for
class groups. The earl,y books are suitable for those who
are totally illiterate. An initial placement test and
periodic diagnostic test are provided.
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SKILL BOOKS

Part I

Book 1 - .,ounds and Names of Letters.
Book 2 - Short Vowel Sounds.
Book 3 - loa& Vowel Sounds.
Book 4 - Other Vowel Sounds.
Book 5 -2pecial Consonant Sounds.

Teaching,. Aids

Teacher's Guide for Part I.
Wall Charts and Stories.

Part II

Book 6 - Every Reading and altilts.
Book 7 - Readings in Literature.

Correlated Readers

In the alley.
City Living.
New
zef_apit and Places.

A Doorapens,

Teacher's Guide for
Part II.

Laubach, Frank C. Streamlined English. 1955. 111 pp.

Phonic system of associating faniliar pictures with
sounds. The predecessor to The New Streamlined
English. Grades 2 to 6.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY
Webster Division,
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

Grover, Charles C. and Anderson, Donald G. New Practice Readers,
Book B. 1960.

This book contains vocabulary, taking tests, how to
study, and the checking of reading rate. Grades 3 - 5.

Olsen, Jim. §ssi a Your Reading Power. 1966. 90 pages each.

Book A - Grades 3 - 4.
Book B - Grades 4 - 5.
.Book C - Grades 5 - 6.
Book D - Grades 6 - 7.
Book E - Grades 7 - 8.

Aimed at the young adult, this series of softcaver, graded
readers is designed to improve-reading comprehension.
Stories deal with help-wanted ads, health, famous people,
and a great miscellany. Good as supplementary reading.
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POCKET BOOKS, INC.
Affiliated Publishers, Inc.
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10020

English Through Pictures. 1952. 286 pp.

Designed for the foreign born, pictures are associated
with their vocabulary.

PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersy 17632

Mitchell, Elizabeth Gillian. Beginning American English. 1965.
247 pp.

For those studying English as a second language. Uses
the aural-oral approach to language study. Systematic
development of conversational patterns with intonation
patterns. Includes practice exercises. Grade levet 0
plus.

READER'S DIGEST SERVICE, INC.
Educational Division
Pleesantville, New York 10570

Reader's Diala Readinsu for teaching English as a Second
Language. 1964.

Although designed for those learning English as a
second language, the selections are suitable for
anyone improving reading ability. Comprehension
exercises.

Book 1 - 144 pp. Designed for those who know the 500 most-
used words. Grade 5.

Book 2 - 144 pp. 500 most-used words. Grade 5.
Book 3 - 144 pp.
Book 4 - 144 pp.
Book 5 - 144 pp.
Book 6 - 144 pp.

Adult Readers. 1964.

1,000 most-used words.
1,000 most-used words.
2,000 most-used words.
2,000 most-used words.

Grade 6.
Grade 6.
Grades 7 8.

Grades 7 - 8.

Supplementary readers for adults include stories adapted
from articles in the Reader's Digest. The stories deal
mostly with sports and adventure.
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Grade levels indicated are based on tryouts and
diffet slightly from publisher grading. Exercises
following reading selections test comprehension.

STEP ONE

Workers in the S. 32 pp. Grade 2.
Second Chance. 32 pp. Grades 2 - 3.
Lussla of the Mountaina,. 32 pp. Grade 3.
"Send for Red!" 32 pp. Grade 3.

READING SKILL LABS
Children's Press, Inc.
1224 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Hurst, John A. and Tom, Judith. "and hereby hangs a tale."

This series of 10 books and 10 correlated filmstrips
was designed for teenagers but can be used as supple-
mentary reading for adults. The subjects covered
deal with sports, exploration, music, people, science,
history, the sea, literature, and discoveries and inven-
tions.

Blind Luck, Sore Feet and a Cold ay - Level 3.
Nicknames, and Medals - Level 4.

Out of the Past - Level 5.
Dreams, Decisions and Disasters - Level 5.
Horses, Bats and Christmas Trees - Level 6.
jalsinatiag Stories from Yesterday - Level 6.
LI-amous Americans - Level 7.
Each One - A Success! - Level 7.
The Stralg_ie and the Impossible - Level 8.
Rocks, Runts and Redheads! - Level 8.

STEP TWO

A Race to Remember. 32 pp. Grades 3 - t.
Valley of 10,02 Smokes, 32 pp. Grade 4.
Santa Fe Traders. 32 pp. Grades 3 - 4.
Men Who Dare the Sea. Grade 4.

STEP THREE

Guides to Eigh Adventure. 32 pp. Grade 3
First at the Finish. 32 pp. Grade 4.
"1 Fell 18 000 Fee0. 32 pp. Grade 3.
What's On the Moon? 32 pp. Grades 4 - 5.

Reader's Di.g.eLst Science Readers.

The Earth. 128 pp. Grade level 3.
Living Things. 128 pp. Grade level 4.
Matter and Energy. 144 pp. Grade level 5.
Astronomy and Space. 144 pp. Grade level 6.
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Although not designed especially for adults, there is
nothing in this reading matter to indicate this.
Introduces the reader to the wonders of the world.

The ''.eading Skill Builders.

Although not designed especially for adults, stories
can be selected that are not juVenile. The books for
grades 1 - 3 have too much child oriented materials.
Selections for adults can be found in grade levels 4 - 6.
There are three 144-page books at each grade level.

REGENTS PUBLISHING COMPANY
200 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10003

Dixson, Robert J. English in Action. 192 pp.

Beginning English with the emphasis on the oral.
Vocabulary developed throue the use of pictures.
English as a second language.

RINEHART & COMPANY, INC.
232 Nadison Avenue
New York, New York

Paratore, Angela. English Exercises. 1959. n.p.

Repetitive drill intended for those who have progressed
beyond the fundamentals of English. The frequency with
which a topic is treated indicates the frequency of errors
made by the foreign-born. English as a second language.

SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Reading Laboratory. (dord Games). Grade levels 1 - 3.
Reading Laboratory. IA (dord Games). Grade levels 1 - 3.

Reading Laboratory. IB (Word Games). Grade levels 1 - 4.
Reading ataulaci. IC (dord Games). Grade levels 1 - 5.
Reading Laboratory. IIA (dord Games). Grade levels 2 - 5.
Reading Laboratory. IIB (Word Games). Grade levels 3 6.

Reading Laboratory. IIC (Word Games). Grade levels 4 - 7.

Designed for children but suitable for adults. Makes
learning enjoyable.
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Reading Laboratory. (Elementary Edition). Grades 2 - 9.
yeadinA Laboratory. IIIA (Elementary Edition). Grades 3 - 11.
Reading Laboratory. IIIB (Elementary Edition). Grades 5 - 12.

Reading for Understanding - General Edition. Grades 5 - 12.

Reading for Underslanding - Junior Editon. Grades 3 - 8.

SILVER BURDETT COMPANY
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Bernardo, Leo U. and Pantell, Dora F. English: Your New
Language. Book 1. 1966. 275 pp.

Designed for English as a second language, this soft-
covered book uses the aural-oral approach to language
learning. Base sentences are used as patterns with
substitutions provided. Teacher's edition and tapes
and records are available. Beginner level.

STECK-VAUGHN COMPANY
P. O. Box 20208
Austin, Texas

Ayer, Fred C. pateways to Correct atlas,. n.d. 164 pp.

Spelling words are divided into the basic group, the
Practical Group of Spelling Words and the Special
Groups of Spelling Words. The basic group is for
grade levels 5 and up. The Practical Group is for
grade levels 7 and 8. The last group is high school
level.

Knott, Bill. They Work and Serve. 1967. 151 pp.

Stories about people in service industries: waitress,
janitor, policemen, taxi driver, and others. 5th grade
level.

Putnam, Mildred. Giori_gcin With Words. 1966. 96 pp.

This basic language skills worktext teaches adults
reading and writing through phonic systems of sounds.
The accompanying exercises, adult-oriented illustra-
tions, and stories reinforce word learning. Grades I. - 4.
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Robertson, M. S. Learning and Writing English. 1964. 125 pp.

Emphasis is placed on troublesome verbs, capitals,
punctuation, sentences, and other fundamentals. Soft-
cover workbook format. Grade level 3.

Smith, Harley A. and Wilbert, Ida Lee King. How to Read Better.
1964.

Book 1 - 64 pp.
Book 2 - 64 pp.

Comprehensl.on and vocabulary exercises follow
reading selections. Softcover, workbook format.
Grade levels 5 - 6.

Smith, Harley A. and Wilbert, Ida Lee King. I Want to Learn
Enslish. 1965. 112 pp.

Fundamentals of English, reading and writing in
softcover, workbook form. May be used to follow
I Want to Read and Write. Grades 4 - 5.

Smith, Harley A. and Wilbert, Ida Lee King. I Want to Read
and Write. 1965. 128 pp.

Instruction in the basic reading skills for beginning
students or for remedial work. Softcaver, workbook
format. Grades 1 - 3.

Varnado, Jewel. English Essentials: A Refresher Course.
96 pp.

11 r

Grammar, capitalization, punctuation principles and
exercises designed for those studying for the GED
test. Softcover, workbook format.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D. C. 20402

Dale, Edgar. New matt! in &Atm. 14C004. 1964.

Expands vocabulary, has comprehension.

Stories for Today. 14C002. 1954.

Stories are followed by vocabulary and comprehension
tests. Grades 4 - 6. Workbook - 14C002.2.
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Dale, Edgar. Stories Worth maim. MC003.

Expands vocabulary, has comprehension exercises.
Grades 5 - 6. Workbook - MC003.

.,ZAVER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street
Columbus, Ohio 43715

"Peek Thru" Alphabets and pjszimesi..2 Rules.

Celluloid transparencies allow the students to compare
their letters with those of correctly made alphabets.
Arrows, to show the direction of each stroke, and
numbers, to show succession of each stroke are printed
on the transparencies. Starts with manuscript and pro-
ceeds to cursive. Grades 0 - 4.

Dictiolaries

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.
393 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Basic asticalta of American English. 1962. 848 pp.

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Box 577
Palo Alto, California 94301

The United States Constitution. 1964. 260 pp.

This prograumed workbook covers the evolution of
our Constitution and teaches the early history of
America and the Constitution as it has evolved today.
It is appropriate for some adults at the 7th or 8th
grade readability levels. It may be particularly use-
ful for reinforcing concepts developed in discussion.
It may also be used as a source for learning more
about specific topics such as the Articles of Con-
federation or the Judicial Branch of Government.
Definitely not for slow learners. The Teacher's
MAnual is helpful.
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GENERAL PROGRAMMED TEACHING CORPORATION
Ginn and Company
Back Bay P. O. Box 191
Boston, Massachusetts 02117

How A Bill Becomes A Law. 19630

This is a softcover programmed text. It is completely
self-instructional. Grades 7 - 8.

The Constitution.

This softcover text clearly describes the workings of the
Federal government through a study of the Constitution.
Completely programmed.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
60 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10011

zro raed Geography Book 1, The Earth in atice. 1963. 114 pp.

This programmed text is a basic introductory course
in geography. The book contains clear multi-colored
illustrations. Concepts covered include the earth,
its movement, the solar system, Milky Way, and Universe.
It also includes shmple map reading skills. A teacher's
manual and test booklet are available.

&caromed Geography, Book II, Continents and Oceans. 1964. 277 pp.

This programmed text contains hundreds of illustra-
tions and maps in multi-colors. The text emphasized
topics in geography. Teacher's manual and test
booklet are available. Grade 5.

WEBSTER PUBLISHING COMPANY
1154 Reco Avenue
St. Louis Missouri

Kottmeyer, William. Our Constitution and What It Means. 1961.

This is a programmed text that explains the workings
of Federal government. Useful for native Americans
and those studying for citizenship test.

12
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FOLLETT PUBLISHING COMPANY
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Abramowitz, Jack. American History. Study Lessons. 1963.

Unit 1 - From Colonial Times tolyluLaamEeL. 80 pp.

Unit 2 - The ConstituLion. 80 pp,

Unit 3 - The ELailla. Nation: 1789-1840. 80 pp.
Unit 4 - Change and Crisis in American Life: 1800-1861. 80 pp.
Unit 5 - The Civil War and Reconstruction. 64 pp.

Unit 6 - chAllaina American Life Since 1865. 77 pp.

Unit 7 - American Politics: 1865-1960. 93 pp.
Unit 8 - American Policy. 77 pp.

Unit 9 - Problems of American Democracy. 61 pp.
Teacher's Guide. 48 pp.

Each history unit makes up a separate softcovered book.
The format is attractive. The content is traditional.
The Problems of .p.rnassacy deals with immigration, education,
atomic energy, foreign aid, and foreign relations and
can be used as a basis of discussion. Grade levels 7 - 9.

Abramowitz, Jack. Study Lessons on Documents of Freedom. 1964.

144 pp.

This softcover book takes up the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of
Rights. The format is attractive. The material
is traditional. Accompanying Teacher's Guidn
Grade levels 7 - 9.
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Conditions of Particfpation in a Public Affairs Adult Education llszam,
A Develo mental Study
By Blum, J. Michael * Fitzpatrick, RokErt
ATA02486 American Inst. for Res. In Behavioral Sciences, Pittsburgh
BR-6-8191

-Jul-66 DEC-1-6-068191-0%6
Edrs. Price MF-$0.18 HC-$3.72 93 pp.

*World Affairs, *Adult Education Programs, *Program Evaluation, *Public
Education, *Participation, Social Studies, Current Events, Program Improvement,
Measurement Instruments, Rewards, Action Programs (Community), Limited Ex-
periences, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Great Decisions Program, Foreign Policy
Association

This developmental study had as its basic objectives to gather background
information about the structure and function of the "great decisions" program
within and across communities and to develop instruments for further study
of the program. "Great Decisions," sponsored by the Foreign Policy Association
(FPA), is an 8-week, adult study-discussion program in foreign affairs. Back-
ground information was collected from two principal sources. Approximately 40
participants in Denver, Colorado, were interviewed about their "great decisions"
experience. In addition, questionnaires, which FPA designed and included
among the 1965 program materials and which were returned by over 500 parti-
cipants throughout the country, were obtained and analyzed, quest-',,,, a

of the program were tried out either or 4' terview respondents, un three
great decisions groups convened elipucially ior the study, or on both. The
instruments were refined on the basis of these tryouts. An overview of the
project results was discussed in terms of three prominent themes--(1) Rewards
of "great decisions" participation, (2) "Great Decisions" as Educational Provram
versus action program, and (3) limits on "great decisions" participation. (JR)
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Patterns of Adult Information Seeking
By Parker, Edwin B. and others
Stanford Univ., Inst. for Comm. Res., Calif.
Report Number CRP-2543 Pub. Date Sept 65
Report Number BR-5-0083
Contract OEC-4-10-193
Edrs. Price MF-$0.45 HC-$11.00 275 pp.

"Descriptors - Behavior Patterns, *Adult Education, *Reading Materials, *Mass
Media, *Library Services, Interviews, Surveys, Stanford, California

Instrumental information-seeking behavior among adults was studied to
determine "what kinds of people seek what kinds of information through what
channels." Interviewarwere conducted with 1,869 adults who were asked about
(1) their use of adult education, mass media, and interpersonal information
sources, and (2) their methods of obtaining information in specific topic
areas - Business-Financial, Health, WeVare, Education, Religion, National
and International affairs, Local Public Affairs, occupations, homemaking,
and leisure activities. Responses were tabz_lated by age, sex, education,
occupation, fmcome, and length of community residence. The findings indi-
cated the ways the information source used varies with educational background,
occupation, and kind of data sought. (AL)
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Graduate Research in Adult1Diucation and CLusly Related Fields at
1950-1966
Kapoor,

see, P711

Florida State University.,
By Carpenter, William L.
Florida St. Univ., Tallah

Edrs. Price MF-$0.18 HC-$3.56

Sudarshan
. of Education

89 pp.
Pub. Date Jun 66

Descriptors - *Annotated Bibliographies, tAdult Learning, *Adult Education,
Educational Research, Abstracting, Educational Methods, Program Planning,
Program Evaluation, Community Development, Tallahassee.

In this compilation of abstracts of 78 doctoral dissertations and master's
theses prepared at Florida State University in Adult Education and related
fields, 48 percent come from the field of education (education, home and
family life, and social welfare), 6 percent from psychology and sociology,
and the remainder from other departments. Research reports are described
b 'efly as to purpose and methods, with a summary of findings. Areas covered
aLe agency and program analysis and evaluation, program development and
planning, community development and community services, adult education
practices, methods and techniques, the adult educator, clientele analysis,
and adult learning. (FH)
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A Study of Dropouts from Adult Literacy Programs
By Nicholson, Eunice Otto, Wayne

Pub. Date Dec 66
Contract OEC-5-10-154
Edrs. Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.60 15 pp.

Descriptors - *Adult Students, *Adult Education Programs, *Dropout Prevention,
*Elementary Education, *Dropout Identification, Dropout Characteristics,
Attendance, Socioeconomic Influences, Economic Factors, St. Petersburg

The factors which might have caused adults to drop out of an adult basic
education program were examined: This adult program was donducted in a mall
city in Wisconsin from January to June, 1966. Two teachers, a reading teacher
and an English teacher, held class twice a week for 50 sessions. Thirty-eight
adults ranging in age from 18 to 60 were divided into gwo groups according to
reading levels. Sixteen adults completed the 50 sessioni or 100 hours. Data
were gathered by means of a questionnaire, and personal interviews with 10
the 22 dropouts. The change to daylight saving time, payment for child care
and transportation, and change in job were factors affecting students' non-
completion of the program; Results confirmed the findings of the National
Opinion Research Center that adults of the lower socioeconomic class drop out
of adult education classes mainly for external or situational reasons, Im-

plications are discussed, and recommendations and references includecl. This
7,1,717 was presented at the National Reading Conference annual meeting (16th
SI. Petersburg, December 1-3, 1966). (BK)
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Study of Illiteracy in Texas as Related to Vocational Education
By Adair, J. B.
Texas Education Agency, Austin
Report Number TEA-9-64-1M-487-B-485 Pub. Date Sep 64
Edrs. Price MF-$0.18 HC-$4.47 84 pp,

Descriptors - Mexicans, Racial Differences, Napo, _*Illiteracy, Migrants, *Adult
Vocational Education, Literacy Classes, Crime,elftemployment, Economically Dis-
advantaged, *Ethnic Groups, Educational Disadvantagement, Academic Achievement,
Aliens, Population Trends, Economic Factors, Austin

Because of the large educationally deficient segment of the Texas popu-
lation, a studyiwas authorized to relate illiteracy to adult vocational edu-
cation. The study was based on the assumptions that there is a significant
relationship between illiteracy and (1) membership in an ethnic group, (2) low
socioeconomic status, (3) crime, and (4) unemployment and ability to pursue
vocational training. The report is divided into five sections--(1) development
of literacy programs in Texas, (2) distribution of illiteracy in Texas, (3) illi-
teracy in relation to crime, (4) economic status and illiteracy, and (5) unemploy-
ment among illiterates. Little organized effort had been made from 1942 to 1957
to combat illiteracy. The Texas Literary Council was organized in 1969 and has
25 affiliated councils, with all teaching done by voluntary teachers. Illiteracy
among Latin Americans and Nonwhites was almost four times that of the Anglo
population. About one-fourth of the illiterate population was-located in areas
of high concentration of migrant workers. One of the eight recommenaations
was that the Texas Education Agency should assume responsibility for initiating
a program of basic and vocational education. (MS)
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A questionnaire survey was conducted by the Northern Illinois Adult Edu-
cation Department to determine the characteristics of, and participation in:1,1
adult E-111cation programs in Northern Illinois in 1963-64. The questionnaire
was designed to collect information in several areas, such as programs --
creation, development, scope, purposes, changes, personnel, c,valuation, and
persistent problems confronting the director in the administration of the over-
all program, student enrollment, community relations, finances, promotion and
advertising, and physical facilities. The results of the survey showed 48
public schools serving 97,000 adult students, with programs stressing in-
struction in vocational, homemaking, and leisure-time activities. Administra-
tive directors were part-time, not trained in adult education, made little
use of advisory committees, and had full control of programs. Curriculum
development and program planning consisted of course aelection and teacher
recruitment. Adult students in Northern Illinois pay more for courses than
the national average. Promotion and advertising consisted mainly of bro-
chures /fining courses, fees, time - location. Less than half of the pro-
grams provided student counseling 'eT-, ces. Program evaluation was cursory,
and major prob.Lems were teacher It-:-.1.tment and program development on a broad
basis. (PG)
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A general description of the arts in the contemporary university
precedes descriptions of specific adult program prototypes. The current
place of the arts outside the university includes recent trends in are
institutions, government, business, foundations, arts councils, publica-
tions, and educational television. Issues and problems concerning the
roie of the arts in society are discussed in relation to the education
of the adult audience. This document is also available from the Center
for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults at Boston, University,
138 Montfort Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146, for $1.75. (JA)
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The Bureau of Studies in Adult Education was founded at Indiana Uni-
versity in 1947 and assigned the task of providing off-campus flaikredit
courses in adult education. The Bureau began by providing field services,
ranging from providing assistance to local communities on Adult Education
problems to providing general Adult Educational activities. It started
a research program which examined how adults learn effeCtively, and the
conditions that promote learning in practical situations. Between 1947 and 1952,
the Bureau grew, and begame a multisponsorship operation. It initiated
formal adult education courses at the graduate level at Indiana University
and introduced a newsletter on adult education. Between.1952 and 1958,
the Bureau experimented with an institutional approach to adult education,
stressing research on adult learning. It developed a graduate program for
adul,t educators. From 1958 to 1965, it conducted more adult education
raVrah than did any other college or university adult education department,
for example, on alcoholism, mental health, gerontology, and fundamental and
.literacy education. (EB)
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Of 1,006 referrals from the State Depav_ment of Employment, 29
percent dropped before completion of this Adult Training Project. Of
these, 6 percent went to work and 11 percent dropped for reasons which
were unavoidable. The actual dropout rate was 12 percent. Of the
dropouts, 41.9 percent gave reasons which were within the capacity of
the programs to correct, while 21.4 percent dropped for work purposes.
Findings show that two-thirds of the total dropouts were students with
no prevocational training, and tables detail percentages within the
prevocational, trade and industrial, business, and agriculture programs
for the rest of the dropouts. The prevocational program showed the
only significant decrease in dropout rate, due to a concentrated
effort to improve attendance and identify problems as early as possible.
Suggestions and recommendations for program modification are included.
(DE)
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Two forces are colliding in the life of the American lniversity today --
histortc sentiment, nurtured by the faculty, and the p..ezarires Df public affairs
to which administrators have had to accommodate. Adulc iftcatian is at the
point of impact and the basic questions about the role of the university ne-
cessary to meet the issue have not been raised. One of the most exciting
ideas in higher education is the consortium. The regional center deveLoped
in New England could become a model laboratory for a regional faculty of
adult education which would relate institutions, conduct basic research,
prepare graduate students, and teach adults3 Title I of the higher education
act will be a source of funds but careful planning is imperative. A comrade-
ship between cooperative extension service and general extension would extend
resources by combining their expertise in methodology and philosophy.
Finally, the author states, the presidents and trustees of institutions
should realize that continuing education of adults is as vital as the education
of adolescents. This function must be part of the normal budget of the insti-
tution, much like research and teaching, not an expendable extra. These
excerpts were from an address presented at a conference on Extension Activities
(University of Rhode Island, October 25, 1966). (AJ)
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This report gives a subjective description of the general
population from which trainees for the Modesto Multi-occupational
Project were selected. It includes an extensive study of the socio-
logical background of a group of white migrants who moved from the
Eastern United States to California. The author also included references
to the changing socioeconomic and moral standards of this group and
their eventual welfare status. The author hoped that the project t4ill
recreate feelings of self-determination, involvement, and responsibility
in this group through adult training programs. (PG)
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As a first step in a study of the role of attitude and attitude change
as a variable in the interaction between basic literacy teachers and their
adult students, a general procedure for the classification of attitudes by
detecting "attitude clusters" was developed. This report discusses how
the member components of clusters may be represented as a simple cloired
structure called a circumplex. Cluster analysis and, the construction of a
circumplex were used with group data obtained from a class of 23 young Negro
waken teacher trainees in adult basic education. This method is also
appropriate for intensive study of a single subject. Each trainee completed
a 100-item attitude scale at the beginning of a 1-week orientation and
training course, and again at the end of the course. Respondents' judgment
for each item was made on a seven-point bi-polar "true or false" scale,
with intervals numbered consecutively from one through seven. This report
includes the attitude scale used and circulant correlation matrices, and
discussions on the detection of clusters and the construction of the
circumplex. (A0)
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A study on Farmers' use of suggested practices in handling
alfalfa crop production was conducted to determine (1) if selected
personal and occupational characteristics might affect hay production
methods, (2) if a discrepancy exists between the farmer's level of
knowledge of quality hay production practices and his use of these
practices, and (3) if this deiscrepancy exists, in what areas. Two
sample groups were used. For one, knowledge of quality hay production
practices was determined, and for the other, the use of these practices.
The groups were matched on personal and occupational characteristics.
A mailed questionnaire was developed for each group. Statistical
analysis showed significant differences between the knowledge of,
and the use of, most factors and practices. Possible explanations for
the differences are discussed. The study showed that an increase
in age reduced differences between knowledge and use for same practices.
Increased them for others, and had no effect on the remainder. Education,
occupational rating, and size of operation were positively related to
differences between knowledge and use. The bibliography includes 53
references. (JA)
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Basic Education programs for adults in 36 states were surveyed in the Spring
of 1966 to obtain information about location, length of time of operation, prior
education and sex of enrollees, level of instruction provided, total enrollment,
and materials used. Data from a two-page questionnaire completed by the directors
of 367 local programs (A 71 percent return) were analyzed according tq the age
of programs to determine if older programs, established before the Title 118 funds
were available, had characteristics which differed from the'more recently developed
programs. Results of the data, presented in tabular form, are discussed and
interpreted, and trends are noted. Additional study of the following is
recommended--The growth rate of newly established programs, the trend toward
more men in the literacy programs, the lack of instruction for illiterates
offered in the various programs, and the teacher knowledge and use of materials
primarily designed for adults. Five tables are included. This paper was pre-
sented at the National Reading Conference (Saint Petersburg, December 1-3, 1966).
(LS)
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A 1-year-demonstration project studied a neighborhood-based
system in which volunteer neighborhood counselors helped unemployed
and underemployed young men through a job training program and into
employment. A mid-way teport concentrated on recruitment and training.
This final report concentrates on the role of the volunteer and on the
development of a neighborhood support system for training and
employment. Volunteers helped the professional staff of the neighbor-
hood employment center recruit and interview trainees, they counseled
them through the training period and assisted in getting them jobs.
The project showed that indigenous, nonprofessional neighborhood
people could be trained to carry out some professional employment
functions. Women made the best interviewers, but were reluctant to
make home visits, while men were more successful as counselors.
Certain characteristics seem to make for success--such as maturity,
marriage, a long term, steady job, and previous community volunteer
work. Reasons for trainees' staying in the training program were
counselor support, motivation, excellent teachers, training allowance,
and neighborhood support. Reasons for dropping out were dislike of
school situation, lack of motivation, and no training allowance.
This document is also available from Action-Housing, Inc., Number
Two Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222. (EB)
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This preliminary manual outlines content, administrative and
scoring procedures, antecedent research, acld available norm data for
the test of adult college aptitude (TACA)1. The TACA, a combined
test and answer sheet adapted for visual scoring by an optical
scanner, consists of 22 items on biographical data (age, sex,
occupation, family and marital status, education, cultural, and other
pursuits) and 54 multiple-choice verbal and numerical items. Procedures
include a 45-minute time limit, calculation of raw scores (right
answers and personal data) and percentile ranks, and (wherever possible)
well-supervised large group testing sessions. The test was formulated
on the basis of Washington University research relating biographical
information and objective test data to academic success among evening
division participants. Norm data available for interpretation are
based mainly on studies involving 149 participants in freshman English
and 102 students in business and beginning psychology. Findings
significantly correlated TACA scores with class achievement. The
document includes two footnotes, four tables and the text of the test.
(IX)
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Various sociological and psychological theories relating to
motivation are potentially useful tools for predicting and influencing
adult education participation. Maslow's need hierarchy is based on
fundamental needs (survival, safety, and belonging), which are normally
followed by ego needs (recognition or status, achievement, and self-
realization). The Warner and Gans Social Categories are lower-lower
class (main targets of antipoverty programs), working class (cohesive
and pragmatic, with high union membership), lower-middle class (the
most active joiners and value setters in our society), and upper-
middle class (largely executive and professional people), each with
distinct value systems, associational structures, and relationships to
technological change finally, Lewin's Force-Field. Analysis, here used
as the overall framework for discussion, treats motives for participa-
tion or nonparticipation as products of positive and negative forces,
both psychological and situational, which shape educational needs and
desires. Relationships between social class and patterns of organiza-
tional membership suggest that same forms of participation can be
increased by reaching people in their own organizations. The document
is also available from the Center for the Study of Liberal Education
for Adults, 138 Mountfort Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146,
For.$0.75. (Author/ly)
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This report outlines problems encountered and progress made inthe Stanislaus
County, California, training project. Initial difficulty in securing federal
approval and,funds for prevocational or basic education was ended by the amended
manpower training and development act. However, difficulties, mainly in re-
orienting prevocational and vocational instructors, obtaining suitable materials,
setting up courses, and selecting trainees, and the medical, emotional,financial,
and other problems of trainees, still had to be met. Projects in basic readingl
and arithmetic and in reading above Grade 4 level used Readers' Digest materials,r'
the Science Research Associates Reading Laboratory kit, "News for You" (Level B),
and local newspapersoand.str.essed practical activities and exercises, tests and
drills, audiovisual aids; and discussion and counseling. Community resources
(Field Enrichment) Supplemented the classes.. Vocational and prevocational
programs and auxiliary services.came under, the Yosemite Junior College Board.
Placement follow-ups Showed gains in employment; wage scales, job tenure, and
training related work. The document includes personnel requisites, test results,
employment data, patterns of local and State cooperation, the overall status of
projects, and the community service role of the Junior College. (LY)
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The Kansas Plan is designed to help establish new local Adult
Basic Education Programs, and to expand and tmprove existing ones.
Instructional content will include reading and writing, speaking and
listening skills, citizenship, con6umer education, human relations,
and family life education. Early stages of planning (to June.30, 1966)
will stress the formulation of instruction and the recruitment and
training of teachers, with state officials advising and assisting
local school districts and community action groups. The state
director of adult education will oversee recordkeeping, instructional
materials program evaluation, staff training, publicity, program
coordination and expansion, and local fiscal policy. The document
includes provisions for quality control of instruction and of pilot
projects, State of Kansas Technical and Supervisory Services, Aspects
of.Federal Financial Participation and Control (Auditing, Reimbursements,
Salaries, and Benefits), Appendixes (State of Kansas Legal Authority
and State Cooperattve Health Services Plan), and an organizational
chart of the State Department of Public Instruction. (UY)
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The Adult Education Program of the Los Angeles City Schools, conducted in
28 adult schools, had an enrollment of 190,000 and a teaching staff of 2,200
during 1965-66. Instruction is provided in response to public demand expressed
by organizations and advisory committees in 10 areas--Academic, Business, Civic,
Elementary and Citizenship, Fine Arts and Crafts, Health, Homemaking, Horticulture,
Industrial, And Music Education. This catalog contains course descriptions,
prerequisites, grade levels, work achievement credits, graduation requirements,
and number of high school credits that may be earned. Intended primarily for
the use of counselors and adult administrators as a working manual with which
they may guide adults in achieving educational goals, it is also a statement of
standard of curriculum requirements of the Los Angeles Board of Education. (AJ)
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To counsel adults within the next 20 years, advanced planning
and action based on long-range assessments must take place now. Highly
rationalized management technologies, cybernation, social engineering,
and biological engineering can potentially affect this planning. Social
and demographic conditions interacting with these technologies will
influence the characteristics of work, leisure, education, values, and
decision making. Values and behavior that emphasize commitment to
task, flexibility in learning, and effective use of increased
leisure must be learned in childhood and modified throughout life.
Dealing with social problems and utilizing the opportunities which
technologies and social growth afford will require that priorities
be assigned, and that more effective criteria for choice be developed.
The increasing older population will exert political pressures to
protect it against material, ideological, and emotional dispossession.
Belief in man as being unique in himself and in his relation to the
rest of the universe will be increasingly challenged in many of the
influential and policy-planning levels of society. The most hmportant
lesson social institutions will have to learn is how to change rapidly
and frequently. This address was presented at the Conference on the
Training of Counselors of Adults (Chatham, May 22-28, 1965). (RH)
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The author discusses (1) the psychological issues that preoccupy
different adult age groups and (2) the age-status system as it is
changing in American society. The relations of the irffividual to
the social groups of which he is a member, the ways of _.bsorbing amd using
new ideas, and the obstacles and opportunities that the -individual_
recognizes in furthering his goals will continue to provide the concerns
about which adult men and women will turn to counselors :for guidance
and assistance. As new problems and new satisfactions at:human life are
created, more and different types of adul,: counseling will appear in
society, and new expertise will be expected. The issues affecting
adulthood are (1) the individual's use of experience, (2) his
structuring of the social. world in which he lives, (3) his perspectives
of time, (4) the ways in which he deals with the major themes of
work, love, time, and death, and (5) the changes in self-concept and
identity as individuals face marriage, parenthood, career advancement and
decline, retirement, illness, and widowhood. This address was
presented at the Conference on the Training of Counselors of Adults
(Chatham, May 22-28, 1965). (RM)
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TWo types of learning, Extrinsic and Intrinsic, are described. Intrinsic
learning involves those processes which can help people become all that they
are capable of becoming. Intrinsic learning is the ultimate goal of all education,
including Adult Education, and is also the ultimate goal of counseling. Self-
actualizing people learn through the processes of Intrinsic learning, self-
actualizing people are described as those who listen to their awn voices, take
responsibility, are honest, and who work. They are involved in a cause outside
of themselves. They experience fully, vividly, and selflessly with full con-
centration and absorption. At the various choice points presented to them,
they make the choice for growth. The Intrinsic learning model is especially
adaptive in working with adults since they already have capacities, talents,
directions, missions, and callings. The counselor's job, therefore, is to help
them to became what they already are more perfectly; and to realize what they
potentially can be. This address WAS presented at the Conference on the Training
of Counselors of Adults (Chatham, May 22-28, 1965) (RM)
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Statistical decision-making theory provides a frame of reference within
which the counselor and client can consider a wide range of problems of deci-
sion making. In the face of uncertainty, a set of actions is available.
Preference among these actions depends on the true state of nature which is
generally unknown. To gain this information, an experiment can be performed
which will yield a set of data. A strategy for decision making is a complete
prescription which specifies the experiment to be performed and the terminal
decision to be made for each set of data collected. With the use of a loss
table, the expected loss for any strategy for each state of nature can be
found. Comparisons generally make it possible to eliminate inadmissible
strategies. Two criteria can be employee to select from the remaining classes
of admissible strategies. First is the minimax principle which is based
on the criterion of selecting the strategy for which the mamimum expected
loss is the smallest. Second is the Bayes criterion which is based on the
assumption that there is a known probability distribution over the states
of nature and, therefore, the expected risk of wrong decisions can be mini-
mized by computing the average of the assumed probability distribution. This
address was presented at the conference on the training of counselors of adults
(Chatham, May 22-28, 1965). (RM)
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The Washington State Department Of Public Instruction prepared these
guidelines for teachers of undereducated adults--illiterate, functionally
illiterate, and non-english-speaking. The rate of illiteracy has been de-
clining, standing in 1960 at 18,059. Functional illiteracy is harder to define
since criteria are constantly changing, but it is found mostly among rural
populations and migrants. In 1960, there were 178,658 foreign-born persons
in the state. Student-teacher relationships are discussed first--the prob-
lems of the school situation for adults, developing strong motivation, a
mlnimal testing program, varied methods af teaching depending on the type of
student, and desirgble teacher qualifications. Communication skills are pre-
sented in a sequential manner to show the students the everyday applications
of such skills for their advantage--English language (grades 0-3, 4-6, and
7-8), spelling, reading, handwriting, and arithmetic. Included in the appen-
dix are tips for teachers, a condensed reading curriculum, a bibliography of
texts for teaching reading, basic reading texts, supplemental reading mater-
ials, a list of audiovisual aids, and film catalogs. (EB)
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This compilation of abstracts of adult education research
studies conducted in New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Idaho,
Wyoming, and Colorr.do covers college and university adult education,
public school adult programs (mainly secondary and adult basic
education), vocational and technical training (including industrial
inservice training), adult learning and creativity and appropriate
testing, migrant adult education, civil defense education,
educational methods and media, program administration, socioeconomic
influences, the need for research personnel, and the needs, interests,
and other characteristics of various clientele groups (rural dwellers,
veterans, the aged, and welfare recipients). Criteria for judging
the significance and suitability of these studies included (1) studies
completed since 1945, (2) specific studies carried on in each state
and distinctly pertaining to that state, and (3) studies done in a
given state, involving people of projects outside the state where the
findings would apply to the entire field of adult education. Each
abstract contains the purposes, methods used, and a summary of the
findings. (UY)
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During the 196E0 summer research program, the New Brunswick
Department of Labour conducted a study of the high dropout rate among
the 2,673 apprentices in the Province. The purpose was to find an
adequate selection method for trainees. Data fromexisting files
and from a questionnmire filled in by former employers and district
supervisors were e ed. It was found that apprentices completing
training were signiacantly older, had more dependents, and had more
preapprenticeship credit prior to indenture, but they did not have more
formal education. Although discrIpancies appeared on the questionnaire
filled in by employers amd supervisors, it seemed that apprentices did
not lack intelligenem or adequate education, but did lack interest,
which showed up in innir attendance, frequent illness, and tardiness.
It was suggested tha= a battery of aptitude and interest tests be
administered to allmpprenticeship applicants prior to selection for
training. (EB)
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Community Involvement in the Rehabilitation Process--A Report on
the Cove Program.
By Worley, Bert H.

Pub. Date 20 March 67
Edrs Price MF-$0.25 HC-$0.56 14 pp.

Descriptors - *Vocational Rehabilitation, *Adult Vocational Education,
Counseling, Research Projects, Feedback, *Handicapped, Employment
Experience, *Employer Attitudes, *Controlled Environment, Speeches,
Community Involvement, Community Oriented Vocational Educatioru
Program (Cove), American Personnel and Guidance Association, Dallas

The Community-Oriented Vocational Education Program (COVE) uses
the community as a vocational rehabilitation resource by providing
opportunities in business and industry for the handicapped. The
handicapped became productive, learn work skills, and collect vocational
information through job sampling. The contributing employers provide
guidance, supervision, and evaluation regarding the client's potential
for the work being sampled. The COVE process is based on the needs
of the long-term, dependent handicapped who believe they have no place
in competitive society. Their dependency requirements are so great
that COVE established sheltered living situations supervised by
counselor-aides. In addition to vocational exploration, the
handicapped are assisted in developing skills in social living.
After the client has made a realistic vocational choice and has
salable skills, the staff assists him in securing employment and a
suitable living situation. Feedback information to contributing
employers is a vital factor in the program. Employers begin to
realize that the handicapped are real people and not faceless
statistics. The community offers most of their services without
charge, making the efforts of this rehabilitation program cost less than
most. This paper was presented at the American Personnel and Guidance
Association Convention (Dallas, March 20, 1967). (AO)
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Vocational, Technical and Adult Education. Report of Master Plan
Committee H.
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The study cammittee presented its report to the board of higher
education for use in developing a 'aiaster.Plan" for highei education
in Illinois. Included were--(1) characteristics of Illinois'
unemployed, (2) data on high school dropouts, (3) the role, nature,
and demand for adult and technical education, (4) a recommended
plan for adult, technical, and semitechnical education, and (5)
conditions for successful technical education in 2-year colleges.
It was projected that--(1) by 10/0, 58-million persons now at
work and still employed will need training to keep pace with new
methods, new materials, and new opportunities, (2) 3-million
wohlen who will switch from housework to jobs will need marketable
skills in the decade ahead. Illinois should provide new, college-
level educational facilities and programs to enroll approximately
13,900 full-time and 13,200 part-time students at the technical level
(2 years), and 43,000 full-time and 40,000 part-time student at
the semitechnical level (1 year). (PS)
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Meeting Educational Needs for Post-Higl School Age Youth and Adults
in Alabama, A _Rs_v_r_t. of Conferences Held on Vocational, Technical,
and Junior College Education (Auburn University, 1964).
Auburn University, Alabama, School of Education
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Speeches given at three meetings are included--(1) a faculty
meeting of the School of Education, Auburn University (January 31, 1964),
(2) the annual spring conference of the Alabama Association of School
Administrators (April 26-27, 1964), and (3) a conference sponsored by the
School of Education Auburn University (June 22-23, 1964). The speeches
are--(1) "rhe Role of the Junior College," by B. Lamar Johnson,
(2) "Social Forces Affecting School Programs," by Robert R. Wiegman,
(3) "Emerging Purposes and Programs for Community Education," by
Raymond E. Schultz, (4) "Emerging Patterns of Organizing, Administering,
and Financing Community Education," by Robert R. Wiegman, (5) "Programs
in North Carolina," by Fred Eason, (6) "Programs in Florida," by
James L. Wattenbarger, (7) "Programs in California," by Fred L. Wellman,
(8) "Overview of State Plans in Alabama for Trade, Technical, and
Junior College Education," by Austin R. Meadows, (9) "Developments
and Directions in Junior College Education in Alabama," by Ben a.
Forrester, (10) "Alabama Plans and programs with New Federal
Legislation in Vocational Education," by J. Fred Ingram, (11)
"Alabama Plans and Programs for Vocational-Technical Education,"
by Dorsey L. Haynes, (12) "Alabama Plans and Programs for Junior
College Education," by Ernest R. Knox, (13) "Conference Summary and
Recommendations," by Maurice Litton, and (14) "Problems Confronting
Alabama," by TrumanM. Pierce. (PA)
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Curriculum Guide to Adult Basic Education Intermediate Level
By Hollis, Jennie-Clyde
Office of Education, Washington,.D. C.
Report Number 0E-13031 Pub. Date 66
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Literacy Education.

To meet the needs of the undereducated whose skills approximate fourth
to eighth grade readinglevels and those for whom learning English as a new
language is the first step in job training, 20 occupationally-oriented units
of instruction in reading and related skills and a section on teaching the
course are outlinA. Units, planned for 20 40-hour weeks, are presented
sequentially in graded order and in each one the previous unit is reviewed as
the basis of new learning. inmary emphasis is on reading, but arithmetic,
speech, handwriting, the social studies, and science are presented con-
currently, making each unit and each day's instruction an interrelated whole.
Suggestions on teacher preparation, teactIng aids, and methodology are built
into the units. These are reinforced by the second part of the guide--
teaching the course--which includes a daily schedule, a sample unit plan,
suggestions for drills, exercises, testing, and using visual aids, and guides
to related subjects. Appendixes are -- a word list, evaluating instructional
material, english as a second language, readable writing, and simplified plan
for screening prospective students. This document, FS 5.213 13031, is also
available from U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 20402, for
$1.50. (AJ)
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Counseling the Adult Student, Report of Commission 13 on Student
Personnel Work for Adults in er Education.
By Thompson, Clarence H.
American College Personnel Assn.
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A preconvention workshop held by the American College Personnel
Association in Dallas, Texas, March 17-18, 1967, dealt with the
special characteristics and needs of adult participants, hmplications
for counseling, recent progress and remaining areas of need in adult
counseling, and the selection and training of personnel workers for
adults in evening colleges. The main points were the following--
(1) the distinctive life experiences, problems and obligations,
physical and mental characteristics, and motives of adults call for
experience-oriented teaching methods, special facilities, and a new
approach to testing, admission, financial aid, and student activities--
(2) acceptance of the individaul, personal consistency and integrity, and
understanding are essential counselor attributes--(X the ultimate goal
of counseling is to help the adult discoverways to realize his potential,
respond more effectively to new experiences, and work out a meaningful,
viable life sty/e--(4) personnel trainees should be chosen primarily for
appropriate character traits and academic background, and should receive
broard training that stresses skills in short-term counseling. Proceed-
ings included workshop evaluations. (Document also contains appendixes,
background statistical data, and 102 references.) (IX)
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J21121213_12E_AO1t Education Programs for Teachers of Disadvantaged, Ed. 444G.
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Oregon Coll. of Education, Monmouth
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Broad topics covered in the Syllabus for Teachers of Adult Basic Educ-
ation are--The introduction co the course, definition of the disadvantaged
population (conditions and problems of minority groups and their characteristics),
adult learning process (motivation, objectives, types of teachers needed,
teaching techniques), counseling And guidance (basic principles, responsibility
of staff members for counseling, testing), adult education development and
history, adult education program (types of programs, legislation, migrant
adult education), introduction to adult basic education curriculum (Development
of bagt'Und intermediate skills), vocational education (types of programs
and materials used), and ge116;a1 educational development testing program and
certificate of equivalency (uses ane preparation for tests) including future
trends in adult education. The extensive bibliography includer teacher
materials, student materials, and films and filmetips. (AJ)
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A Teacher's Guide for Adult Basic Education.
By Brown, Antronette
Missouri State Department of Education, Jefferson City
Report Number MSBE-Pub-134-G
Edrs Price MF-$0.75 HC-$6.04

Pub. Date 67
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Guides, *Instructional Materials, *Teaching Techniques, Mathematics,
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Tests, Aptitude Tests, Interest Tests, Reading Readiness Tests,
Diagnostic Tests, Learning Motivation, Educationally Disadvantaged,
Testing.

Compiled as an idea and information guide for teachers of adult
basic education, this document includes detailed teaching objectives,
methods, and materials (films, filmstrips, books, transparencies).
The cour5e includes (I) reading and communication skills--phonics,
vocabulary, reference, and so on, (2) social studies--government,
geography, history, world affairs, citizenship, economics, sOcial id

political problems, (3) mathematics--computation, fractions, measurement,
geometry, basic algebra, and (4) science--health and safety, biology,
and physical science. Each learning objective is reinforced with
suggested practical and common experience applications. Among the
suggestions for successfkil classroom learning experiences are--
individualized study, creation of informal and friendly classroom
climate, dramatic presentation of material, utilization of programmed
material and technological devices, and inclusion of socialization
opportunities in instructional procedures. Lists of achievement,
diagnostic, reading readiness, and aptiutde and interest tests are
included. (The document includes a bibliography.) (PT)
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MDTA Vocational Experimental-Demonstration project for Training and
Placement of Youthful Offenders. 13th progress_ Report.
By McKee, John M. and Others
Rehabilitation Research Foundation, Elmore, Alabama

Pub. Date 66
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Manpower Development and Training Act, Draper Correctional Center

Individuelly designed basic education programs emphasizing programmed
instruction to provide motivation through continuous feedback complement
the vocational training given each inmate particiapting in the Demonstation
Project at the Draper Correctional Center. A remedial reading program
for all trainees scoring below 7th grade includes phonics training and a
reading improvement program of 40 lessons in which lecture-articles,
tachistoscopic exercises (the perceptoscope), and controlled practice
articles with comprehension tests are used. A program of academic games
r!Thich can provide additional motivation and opportunities for intellectual
group interaction is planned. In a controlled experiment, four games--
equations, on sets, democracy, and propaganda--will be used in varying
combinations with other teaching methods by six groups of students whose
achievements will be tested and compared. Each game teaches one subject
and is so structured that in order to win a player must be able to
communicate his knowledge to other players. Aspects of the project
reviewed in this report include contingency management studies, materials
development, follow-up case histories, community sponsor program,
inservice training, reading program evaluation, materials and reading
resources, training conferences, and the study of recidivists. (AJ)
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Methods and Techniques of Adult Trag, Number 1. Current
Information Sources.
Syracuse University, New York, ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult
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This annotated bibliography on adult training contains 35 indexed
items, many with abstracts, in such areas as military training,
management development, and vocational education and retraining, and
on such methods, techniques, and related aspects as research
methodology, training costs, correspondence study, programmed
instruction, training objectives, and terminology. (LY)
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Organizational Patterns of Programs at Universities in the United States
Which Offer a Doctoral Degree in Adult Education.
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To survey the organizational patterns of graduate adult education
programs, a questionnaire was mailed to the 19 universities in the
United States offering adult education doctoral degrees, requesting
names, titles, faculty academic interests, program organizational charts,
plans for expansion, and graduate student load. There was a 94.4
percent return. All doctoral programs were affiliated with a university,
11.8 percent in separate department, 17.6 percent conjoined with
other areas of education, and 41.2 percent operating within departments
of education. Respondents indicated that few organizational changes
were planned within the next three years. Official titles of programs
were too varied to provide a cluster for analysis. There averaged
three and one-half faculty members per program with 18 advisees
(11 doctoral candidates and seven master's) for each. Faculty members
devoted 52 percent of their time to teaching, 21 percent to administration,
and 27 percent to research. Their academic backgrounds included 49.3
percent in adult education, 11.6 percent in administration, 10.2
percent in sociology, and 7.3 percent in higher education. By 1968
approximately 80 percent of the full-time staff of adult education
programs will be adult education majors. (Document includes
questionnaire, covering and follow-up letters, and charts of program
organizational patterns.) (AJ)
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Counseling Techni ues for Mature Women. R22211 of the Adult Counselor
Program (June 14 - August 6, 1965).
By Dolan, Eleanor F. and Others
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Information, Volunteers, Legislation, Reports, Minnesota Importance
Questionnaire, George Washington University Cont. Educ. Prog.

This project determined successful counseling techniques and the
length of time necessary to prepare employment counselors to work with
women 35 to 54 years old, and presents a guide to help others interested
in such a program. Research was carried out by a director, three faculty
members who planned and presented the eight week curriculum, consultants
for special topics, and 29 women students. These participants had
classes in the morning and counseling experience with adult women in the
afternoon. The first curricular area explored the history, place in
society, psychology, and education of the adult woman. In all areas,
camparisons with men and women of other age groups were provided.
Principles basic to counseling were presented in "Counseling Techniques
and Practicum." Conclusions from taped interviews between participants
and counselees indicated--(1) there was no difficulty in establishing
rapport, (2) the two major counselee problems were lack of self
confidence and lack of information, and (3) most women did not respond
well to the exclusive use of the client-centered approach. Group
methods were investigated, and are ,,ieen as an adjunct, rather than
substitute, for individual counseling. Occupational and related
information, health, relevant legislation, and volunteer jobs are also
discussed. Recommendations for f_'-ure programs are presented. (PR)
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The aides for adult education workshop (February 10 - May 20, 1967)
was held in Cleveland College and the public school system to develop
better classroom communication and a more intensi,.2 learning situation
for disadvantaged adult students. Twenty welfare recipients, almost
all Negro wamen, were selected for aide training on the basis of verbal
ability, reading comprehension, interpersonal attitudes, and attitudes
toward educational institutions and cammunity organization. Experienced
teachers in public school adult education were chosen for the project
according to successful classroom perfomance, interest in a training
project, and a felt need for the help of an aide. Workshop activities
were designed to give both aides and teachers an overview of adult basic
education, curriculum materials, classroom organization, and procedure.
An evaluation of classes with and without aides showed that with aides,
more individual help is given, and teachers lecture more and answer
questions less. The teachers themselves felt that they could effectively
handle larger classes with aides. (The document includes appendixes
and workshop statistics.) (UY)
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Improving the Reading Level of Disadvantaged Adults
By McKee, John M. and others
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To help disadvantaged inmates with low reading levels and those considered
functionally illiterate, the Draper Correctional Center in Alabama experimented
with various reading improvement programs. Most successful was the reading im-
provement program using the perceptoscope. All applicants who scored below the
seventh grade reading level in the MRtropolitan Achievement Test took the per-
ceptual development Laboratories (PDL) Diagnostic Reading Test and were then
enrolled either in the Phonics Program or in the intermediate Reading Program.
The Phonics Program helped inmates who could not function at the intermediate
level know about language sounds and develop the ability to convert sounds into
words through the PDL Phonics Training System. The 40-lesson intermediate reading
program used lessons read from the screen with speed controlled by the percepto-
scope and lessons to improve comprehension. The whole program was effective in
teaching reading skills, particularly comprehension, and in enhancing other
language skills. The experimental group gained 2.5 grade levels, the control
group had a .7 gain. This report lists other reading programs used at Draper
Correctional Center. (NS)
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The Texas Office of Opportunity hks devised a program to meet the
educational problems of the migrant laborer. Baslc education provides

i

reading, writing, and English instruc ion, citizenship and safety
education, occupational orientation, nd guidance and counseling
programs. Hamemaking education inclu es nutrition, child guidance
and development, sanitation, home management mid clothing. Occupational
training for jobs such as appliance ahd mechanical repairing, food
service, and in building and metal trades is provided. An advisory
cammittee composed of migrant, representatived from occupational
groups, and educators provides progr4m guides. Present problems include
recruiting qualified teachers, providing teaching materials and aides,
solving controversies over paying of stipends, and meeting educational
needs of non-migrants. The progtam has generated much enthusiasm
and created a positive home learning atmosphete for migrant children,
revealed in their higher rate of achbol attendance. Teachers have
expressed great satisfaction with their classes and a greater social
consciousness of the migrant problems as well as greater community
participation has developed. (PT)
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This catalog of resource materials for adult basic education was
prepared by the State Department of Education in South Carolina for use
by audiovisual coordinators in schools. Part one lists films (1)
alphabetically by title with order number, grade level, length of film,
and whether in black and white, (2) by Asubject area which includes
biography, business education, guidance, health, reading, safety,
language, science, and general social studies, and (3) by series showing
individual films within seriet, including American literature, basic earth
science, developing reading maturity, English literature, and exploring.
Order forms and instructions for coordinators are bound in. Part two
lists printed materials arranged alphabetically by publisher. It

includes teacher manuals, practice readers, progress test booklets,
workbooks, specific skills and basic concept series and supplementary
reading. Reading levels are indicated by one of three categories--
grades 1 to 3, grades 4 to 6, and grades 7 and 8. Publishers' addresses
and prices are included. (RT)
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The State Department of Education in South Carolina prepared this
curriculum guide for adult education supported by public funds. Objectives
and curriculum outlines for adult basic education are given to cover levels
I (Grades 1 to 3), II (Grades 4 to 6), and III (Grades 7 and 8). The
outlines cover courses in read4-1g, basic language arts and skills,
arithmetic, the general know e areas of social studies, everyday
science, family and community Living, and occupational attitudes and
concepts. At the high school level curriculum content is outlined for
review courses in American history, civics, English, and mathematics to
prepare for the general educational development examinations which are
accepted as the basis for issuing state high school certificates. The
acceptable courses for the state high school diploma program for adults
are also listed. The civil defense course for personal and family survival
which may be conducted with public funds is briefly mentioned and same
acceptable progrmms of academic nature for the general education of adults
at all educational levels are listed. A selected list of eight references
is appended. (RT)
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Adult Basic Education encompasses four stages--(I) introductory,
for the illiterate who is learning to read but who must also learn to
listen and communicate, (2) elementary, for those with a foundation
in communication skills who must develop vocabulary and social
comPetencies and explore occupational interests, (3) intermediate,
with emphasis on further skill development bases on individual
educational and occupational goals, and (4) developmental, with
courses leading to high school diploma and vocational training.
Readiness for each stage ean be assessed informally, through nonstandard,
teacher-made tests, or through standard tests. Programs can be held in
schools or elsewhere, but the site must be accessible, with room for
small group instruction and individual work. A variety of teaching
methods may be used within the laws of adult learning. (The instructional
program is outlined for oral and written communication, mathematics, social
sciences, occupational planning, development of self, and vocational
training. Skills and activities are presented for each stage. Me
list of instructional aids, screened by the committee in 1963, includes
textbooks, films and filmstrips, aids for teaching handwritiag and
listening skills, readability formulas, achievement tests, and
programmed materials.) (AJ)
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The plan includes specific guidelines for program proposals to
qualify California for Title II Funds and serve as a policy guide for
state and local programs. It provides for secondary school districts to
provide instruction in civic, vocational, literacy, health, homemaking,
technical, and general education for adults. Short term objectives
include developing new approaches in recruitment and retention of
lowest income adults and developing effective methods of reducing
illiteracy and updating instruct.i.on. Emphasis will be on design of
instructional programs, demonstrAon projects, and teacher training.
Assistance will be given in deve1:2ping curriculum materials and in
coordinating school district activities with community action and
work training programs. Long term plans will involve putting
effective programs and techniques in practice throughout the state.
Organization of the state plan admthistration involves duties and
qualifications of the professional personnel, and custody and
expenditures of federal funds. (Criteria for selection and evalu-
ation of students are included. Pilot projects, state technical and
supervisory services, and fiscal control are 4iscussed. A legal
appendix, addendum on discrimination in employment practices, and
proposed budget are included.) (PT)
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To determine why one-third of the students enrolling in
correspondence work during any calendar year do not complete the
courses and to elicit suggestions for reducing the number of dropouts
and cancellations, questionnaires were mailed to 762 correspondence
study dropouts. Data from the 135 questionnaires returned are
tabulated in this study. Degree and certification requirements and
self-improvement were reasons most often cited for enrollment. The
major reason for non-completion was lack of time. In comparing
residence and correspondence instruction, respondents thought
correspondence study was more work and less interesting, because
of lack of classroom contact. Recommendations based on the study
are that--(1) correspondence study guides has a variety of assignments
inciuding more thought-provoking questions, (2) instructors offer
more suggesions wld criticisms by registering comments on assignments
returned to students, (3) provision be made for time extensions,
(4) less writing be required in assignment preparation, (5) more
non-technical courses be made available by correspondence, and
(6) applicants for correspondence study be screened. (AJ)
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The chief purpose of Adult Migrant Education, as discussed in
this report, is to eliminate poverty by preparing the migrant for pro-
fitable participation in society. The Florida State Department of
Education states that the purpose of the Immokalee Migrant Adult
Education Project is to provide adult basic education and pre-
vocational experiences for unemployed migrants and seasonal workers.
To gain this end, 8 specific project objectives and 10 curriculum
rjPctives are defined. Criteria for selection of students, stipend
information, daily schedules, teaching objectives in the subject
areas of language arts, industrial arts, home economics, health and
science, and mathematics and consumer education are presented. The
educational programs of curriculum, guidance, counseling, testing
and auxiliary services are outlined. Included are charts of
administrative organization, test data, enrollment and attendance
of students and staff. Examples of applicat,on blank, entitlement
questionnaire, certificates of merit, completion, and release of
liability are incorporated inLo the report. Lists of consultants,
advisory committees, project publicity, staff and director
summarization and recommendations are included. (JH)
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As a phase of a study of the Social Consequences of Ability
Testing, a national stratified random sample of 1,482 adults was
interviewed. Of the respondents, 59 percent reported at least one
experience with a test of aptitude or intelligence. While they said
they were relatively well informed about test results they considered
such tests as legs important than school or work success as indications
of ability. Test experiences were more common among males, among
younger respondents, and among white persons. Members of lowez classes
are less likely to have taken tests and their experience is K. fewer
cc ,exts. Those who have a favorable attitude toward such tests tend
to Do better informed about tests and about their own scores.
Ibtelligence tests are seen as measuring what is inborn, rather than
what is learned, more frequently by wamen, by Negroes, and by lower
class members. The bulk of the report consists of tables showipg
distributions of responses. (WO)
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The relationship of ego-stage development (based upon theOtheories
of Erik Erickson) to the experiences adults identified as leading to
re-creation was explored, using data obtained from 73 women selected
at random for a population of 562 American and Canadian women graduate
students at the University of Wisconsin in Fall, 1964. Information
regarding re-creative experiences was obtained from a self-report
diary sheet which represented reflection of ego stage concerns--
enjoyment within the experience and intensity of re-creation. Participants
observed their re-creative behavior on ten randomly selected days in the
intervening period. It was found that, for the most part, ego stage
development was not reflected in re-creative experiences. However, a
statistically significant association between ego stage development
and re-creative experience was found among psychologically mature
subjects when they were in a positive, enthusiastic, creative mood before
the experience. Under these same conditions, intensity of re-creation
was most frequently high. It was concluded that the tendency is to
regress to a lower stage of ego development in obtaining re-creation.
Maturity and positive dynamic precondition are contributing factors in
gaining re-creation in experiences of progressive.adaptation. This
paper was presented at the National Seminar on Adult Education Research,
Chicago, February 11-13, 1968. It will be published in adult education.
(AJ)
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To break the cycle of inferior education and unemployment which
makes many Negroes members of a disadvantaged class, goed education for
children must be accampanied by education and job training for adults.
Human relations commissions, school systems, Negro leaders, and
cammunity action programs have usually failed to provide programs
to upgrade Che Negro labor farce. Yet job training has been successful
under certain canditions--when based in the community and resulting
fram Negro pressure and aspirations, when related to the needs felt
by the Negro poor themselves, and when trainees become employed. A
successful program has been the trade union leadership council in
Detroit which has within two years trained and placed about 600
persons. It has been sponsored and staffed by volunteers, financed
by local contributors, and used the Negro community leaders. A
similar program in Philadelphia is the Opportunities Industrialization
Center. A promising program being developed in Detroit is the total
action against poverty, a neighborhood-oriented, comprehensive
community action program placing high priority on job training for
adults. This document is chapter 17 in Employment, Race, and
Poverty, Edited by Arthur M. Ross and Herbert Hill, Published by
Harcourt, Brace and Worlk, New York. (AJ)
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(Florida State University, August 1-26, 1966).
By Fuder, William H. Hand, Sam E.
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Off. of Cont. Educ.
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Design, Nonprofessional Personnel, Curriculum, Illiterate Adults,
Florida State University.

Selected papers and group reports from a Florida State University
Training Institute are presented on psychological and sociological
dimensions of poverty and illiteracy, adult basic education methods
and objectives, principles of adult learning and behavior change,
and related concerns in teacher training and program development.
Specific problem areas identified by teacher trainers, the overall
problem of identifying with and motivating the undereducated, adult
centered counseling, curriculum planning, and reading instruction,
evaluation of instructional materials, enlistment of community
surport, long range effects of early cultural deprivation, and
strategies and suggestions for training indigenous nonprofessionals
are among the major topics considered. Two tables, chapter notes and
references, appendixes, and a model of the learning process are also
included. (UY)
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A study was made of students who discontinued attendance in the
adult basic education courses provided by public schools in the Bronx,
Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens. Data were gathered by interview
or school files on 306 persons--167 non-english speaking, primarily
Puerto Ric- ns, and 139 native born, largely Negro. Most of the
dropouts were 30-39 years of age, were married, were at the lowest
instructional levels, and had discontinued after attending less this%
50 hours of class. Recruitment had been done largely by word of
mouth. The two major reasons for leaving were change of residence
and interference with work activities. Most students hoped to
return to class. Among recommendations made for the program were--
provision of a positive school -xperience from the first class,
meeting the needs of beginning btudents, further study of effective
recruitment, special provisions for moving student, and immediate
followup of absent students. (PT)
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A high dropout rate between the spring and fall semesters of
1967 at the Division of Continuing Education, University of Arizona,
prompted this study to detarmine the reasons for withdrawal. The
study population was limited to on campus spring semester enrollees
seeking uftiversity credit. A 16 question survey questionnaire was sent
to 1,090 dropouts, 304 of wham returned usable questionnaires. The
main reasons reported for withdrawal were lack of desired courses,
transfer to day classes, accomplishment of educational goals,
employment interfering with enrollment, and movement from the
community. However, despite use of a random sampling technique, the
results of this study were judged inconclusive because of an
insufficient number of responses. (Conclusions, recommendations,
and findings concerning the population and methodology of the study
were discussed.) (UY)
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In this revised report, characteristics of low income groups in
the Modesto, California, area are described and an educational program
based on immediate educational attack on the problem are assessed,
a projected adult education program for the South and East Modesto
areas is developed, and efforts to carry out earlier proposals are described.
Such socioeconomic data as seasonal ver,!us full time employment, the
extent of agricultural and other employment, wage and employment
potential, family and individual income, patterns of welfare aid, rates of
unemployment, ethnic and age groups, and housing are given for Modesto and
for Stanislaus County. Educational levels are indicated for all South
and East Modesto residents and for those enrolled in adult education
classes, together with the above kinds of information. Elements of
the proposed program and outcomes to two programs (1963) for welfare
recipients are described. An experimental project proposal to the
area redevelopment administration is included. The document also
includes appendixes, maps, tables, and a list of references and personal
contacts. (UY)
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A comprehensive adult and continuing education program will be
planned to serve residents 18 years of age and older in an area
where 38 percent of the families have incames of less that $3,000 a year.
The school dropout rate per 1,000 youths between 14 and 19 years of age is
59.6 citywide and 92.6 in the depressed central core of the city.
Planners will explore methods of publicizing educational profirams,
cultural offerings, and guidance services, and they will devise techniques
for tmproving coordination among the agencies providing these services.
Current programs will be assessed' in order to determine deficiencies.
New 'programs will be recommended and personnel trained to run them.
Planners envision establishment of an adult education and guidance center
at some future date. It would serve as a central clearing housfe
for publiciiing availa4e facilities and making appropriate referrals.
A directory of services\ will be compiled on all educational, cuttural,
guidance, and related resources. Approximately 146,903 adults, 18 years
and older, will be served. For futher information, contact Dr. Mary C.
Mulrey, Adult Education Coordinator, Providence Public Schools, 170
Pond St., Providence, Rhode Island 02903. (401) 331-9400. (JE)
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"ABOUT HUMANIZING LESS-THAN-HONEST ABE"

There is something traditionally confusing about the traditional

approach used in traditional education which continually stresses the

traditional teaching act but seldom if ever touches on how students

traditionally feel about learning. In psychological therapy, individual

and group counseling, or other similar "helping relationships" dealing

with personal problems we have found that "success" as measured by the

counselee or client is most often realized when the counselee has been

given the opportunity to relate directly to his own life situation and

when the counselor's goal is best directed toward allowing this freedom.

If this environment or atmosphere of acceptance, realistic understanding,

and personal respect is an effective basis for facilitating this special-

ized kind of learning that occurs in a counselor-counselee relationship,

then why not consider this approach in the more generalized and/or

formalized learning mode with which you and I are most interested, namely,

the educational process of the disadvantaged adult.

In a counseling relationship both the counselor and counselee are

actively involved in the process of giving. The counselor is giving of

himself, his undivided attention, his emphathy, his awareness, his con-

cern, his feelings, and his skills. The counselee is involved in a

similar if not almost identical process. He is revealing, he is trans-

parent, he gives trust, he gives his own perception, his own frame of

reference, and his feelings about his concerns. This quality and highly

personalized kind of learning should, it seems to me, be experienced more

and more in all educational learning situations particularly by the dis-

advantaged adult learner.
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ABOUT LEARNERS AND LEARNING

You may question whether the learning experienced in a counselor-
,

counselee relationship can be compared with that which o6curs in an ABE

program. Must we first agree on a precise definition of learning? Although

many learning theorists and their diverse theories could be carefully

categorized probably little benefit would be realized from such a typical

approach to eaually diverse individual learning needs. Eighteen years

ago, Hilgard (1) made the following statement. He said that, "a precise

definition of learning is not necessary, so long as we agree that the

inference to learning is made from changes in performance that are the

result of training or experience as distinguished from changes such as

growth or fatigue and from changes attributable to a temporary state of

the learner. The experiments themselves defined the field ostensibly."

If we assume that learning is a process which takes place with , the

learner and is incurred from specific changes taking place in the 1 ner's

behavior, then we might also assume that these changes in behavior re

directed toward certain goals or standards which have been or are .ing

established. But by whoa? It seems to me that learning is for the main

part the responsibility of the learner, and concurrently the teacher or

learning facilitator is to be first concerned about the learner as an

important functioning human being and secondly with that which the learner

has decided to undertake. Nathaniel Cantor (2) in his book The Dynamics of

hear.ina emphasizes a similar viewpoint when he stresses the following:

that "the teacher will be concerned primarily with understanding
and not judging the individual."

that "the teacher will keep at the center of the teaching process
the importance of the student's problems and feelings, not his own."
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that "most important of all, the teacher will realize that con-
structive effort must come from the positive or active forces
within the student."

Accepting if you will that 1) learning is behavioral change; 2) that

this change is the responsibility of the learner and 3) that the teacher

or leader is in contact with the learner to enilance or facilitate his

learning, would it not follow that the entire educational structure as

we traditionally know it must be completely reversed? Perhaps we can one

day observe that today's typical educational institution accurately being

judged as an environment of manipulative "other directed" teaching has

become a place of "inner-directed" freedom and learning.

Freedom is a necessary and critical concern in all learning situa-

tions but nowhere is it more important than in assisting the disadvantaged

adult learner. Properly exercised this new feeling experienced by the

actively involved learner can result in the realization that he is

worthy, that he is important enough to give to others and that his ex-

pressed thoughts and feelings are valued. When he feels this all

important respect and has learned to share his views, his joys, his

sorrows and his fears, he is more likely to improve his ability to per-

ceive and consequently "learn" in a more efficient and effective manner.

HUMANISTIC GOALS OF ABE

What are the institutional behavioral goals we should consider and

from where does such a humanistic approach originate. First I should

clearly state that the kind of learning situation which I am describing

has relevance for more than adult basic education. If our aim is to

produce predetermined behavioristically modified'"doere who will be

amenable to carrying out all orders of authority figures without question-

ing, then the approach I am describing is highly inappropriate. The
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method which I am talking about is relevant to all school learning and to

that yet-to-be-realized goal called democratic educational involvement.

Over 20 years ago Robert Hutchins (3) stated the basic elements of

democratic education when he said:

"The foundation of democracy is universal suffrage. Universal
suffrage makes every man a ruler. If every man is a ruler, every
man needs the education that rulers ought to have-...The main
purpose of a democratic educational system is the education of
rulers."

What Hutchins is saying is that the goal of democratic education is to

assist each student to become an individual. This need for a well

educated, rational citizenry, which Jefferson saw as necessary for a

democratic society, can now be seen as necessary for the sheer survival

of mankind. Carl Rogers (4) states that we should be assisting students

to become individuals

who are able to take self-initiated action and to be responsible for
these actions;

who are capable of intelligent choice and self-direction;

who are critical learners, able to evaluate the contributions made
by others;

who have acquired knowledge relevant to the solution of problems;

who, even more importantly, are able to adapt flexibly and in-
telligently to new problem situations;

who have internalized an adaptive mode of approach to problems,
utilizing all pertinent experience freely and creatively;

who are able to cooperate effectively with others in these various
activities;

who work, not for the approval of others, but in terms of their own
socialization purposes.

Practically all persons who have experienced any kind of formal

education would be quick to point out that most educators do not profess

these goals, and in some cultures a majority of educators would be
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violently opposed. Even in our most innovative schools* these are the

functional goals of few educators. The manner in which our elementary,

secondary schools, colleges, and professional schools operate is ample

evidence that the typical goal is quite different--more in the direction

of playing the "educational game" which is simply to produce a student who

can reproduce the style and thinking of his teacher. The humanistic

approach to learning which I support is by no means aimed toward rein-

forcing "educational gamesmanship" but is an attempt to find a better and

more acceptable method which will assist all learnars, particularly the

adult basic education learner.

Considering the current state of affairs at Columbia University,

University of California at Berkeley, San Francisco State, and even many

secondary schools throughout our country and considering the way that

many lay people, legislators, law enforcers, clergymen and educators in

general have reacted to these issues it may be questionable whether you

are "free enough" to even consider the major points of this paper. This

of course is your decision. Since our culture and more specifically our

educational traditions are to a large degree organized on an authoritarian

and hierarchical basis and only partially upon a democratic philosophy

it may appear to most people that education should reflect this ambiv-

alance. Again you must reach your own conclusion on this point!

THE DEHUMANIZED ABE LEARNER

Considering the general background and characteristics of the ABE

learner it is highly significant that he has even dared to consider another

formal educational experience. He is typically so ladking in the basic

skills of reading, writing- arithmetic, and too often the fourth and fifth

9 s responsibility and interpersonal relations that he has found it
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extremely difficult to learn and compete successfully in our "other class"

society. He usually has a very low opinion of himself, his abilities, and

of course his overall achievement. He has quit, dropped out, or perhaps

better termed been "pushed-out" of school one or more times already, and

now he returns once again to that fearful place which he remembers far

too well. Add to this his economic and cultural state and it's easily

understood why his aptitude for scholastic success is usually well below

average. His ability to communicate verbally is deficient if not almost

totally lacking. However, smiles, physical touch, frowns, and other

forms of non-verbal communication are easily given, received, and under-

stood. Since he has experienced no success in other than less than

rewarding short term goals any kind of long term planning is foolishly

other-class. Because of authoritarian welfare workers, social agency

"helpers," employment advisors, policemen, educators, bosses, and others

of this ilk he usually finds himself quite hostile toward these and

similar forms of authority. The question is shall you give him another

dose of the traditional "teacher-talk" approach? or do you feel this may

be simply more of that which has already reduced him to relative zeroness.

THE CHALLENGE TO ABE FACILITATORS

John Goodlad (5) has discussed three kinds of instruction: I) human-

to-human instruction, 2) man-machine systems of instruction, and 3) in-

struction provided through a diversified learning environment. _We are

aware that in many respects human-based instruction has proven inadequate

for :eeparial individuals to play desirable adult roles or to maximally

develop their potential. We are also well aware that the development of

an instruction system 'paged upon man-madhine interaction and the application
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of systems teJhnology to education can allow for a greater opportunity

to diagnose, prescribe and individualize the total learning process. But

I would submit that before we ca6t aside all thoughts of the human element

(traditionally viewed as III:man-to-human instruction) we carefully consider

human-with-human interpersonal relations or human and human learning.

I feel that we are capable of capitalizing here and now on what we

do know about learning and can use this information and experience to

greatly enhance the total ABE learning environment. We already know that

learning is an active, seeking process of inquiry

learning is an individual endeavor

learning is increased when the learner has a positive self
concept

learning is increased when the learner has developed skills
to define his learning goals

learning is increased when a wide variety of resources are
available

the act of learning is a complex social psychological
process

With this general background pursue with me same of the very basic but

first order operational principles which must be recognized and implemented

before the humanization of ABE can be achieved.

....ABE teachers cannot "teach another person directly; the teacher

can only enhance or facilitate his learning."

Although most teachers agree with the above: few adhere to it

operationally. Groups of teachers gather as a social science curriculum

task force and spend the majority of their time deciding in what sequence

American History, Current Happenings and Citizenship test preparation

should be studied. They discuss, frown, and fret about the number of weeks

to be devoted to that portion of the course dealing with the Civil War.
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We continue for some traditionaArstrange reason to even measure learning

by the amount of time a student spends on a given task rather than by his

performance. Instead of concerning ourselves with the act of student

learning we act as if that which is taught is bein Ilearned. The results

of reversal priorities from the teacher's needs to those of the learner's

is appmrent. What would happen if you the teacher or facilitator would

ask the student what he wished to gain from the course? Or, how you the

teacher could assist in facilitating his learning? Again with this kind

of emphasis our traditional educational approach would be quickly cast

aside for a learning package that is relevant to the learner rather than

the teacher.

....The ABE student learns significantly only that information which

is perceived as being directly beneficial in maintaining or enhancing his

own self needs.

With this hypothesis I'm sure many of you will immediately disagree.

You recall many required courses which resulted in the fact that you

learned something Two ABE learners are enrolled in a basic mathematics

class. One is taking the course because the job that he wants within the

organization in which he is employed requires that he be capable of

simple addition, multiplication, division, etc. The second learner is

enrolled because someone told him he must. For reasons of self-enhancement

student number one regards the course as relevant to his occupational

goals while the second student is taking it because he has to. Mill

diverse results exist between the two learners' experiences? The first

student acquires a functional learning of the material. The second

student learns how to "get by" the course. The maintenance of self is

deeply involved in the first student, and very little involved in the
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second.

....The psychic structure and "feeling" organization of self appears

to become more rigid under threat. Experience which is perceived as

inconsistent with the self can only be assimilated if the self is relaxed

and expanded to Include it.

This hypothesis indicates that learning, particularly if it is to be

meaningful to the learner, is often a threatening thing. At times new

material is immediately perceived as enhancing the self, but in many in-

stances the new material threatens the self, or more exactly, threatens

some value with which the self has become identified. To learn a new

mathematical method may imply inferiority in the old method with which the

learner is identified. To learn the objecti%e facts about prejudice may

threaten prejudices which are valued. Most ABE educators would be quite

surprised if they knew the proport4 "Idividuals in their classes

whose basic psychic set was a a. sistant, "Go to hell" attitude.

Recall if you will the last lecture sermon, or presentation you attended

(or are reading)? To how much of the material did you find yourself

inwardly resistant?

....The educational environment which most effectively promotes

significant learning is one in which 1) threat to the learner is reduced

to a minimum, and 2) differentiated perception of the field of experience

is facilitated.

Again, if we take this hypotheses as a description of what ABE

education should provide it will be seen that such education would be much

different from present-day programs.

You may feel that significant learning does occur in apite of, or even
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because of, threat. In some situations this is true. Witness the American

troops likely to be fired upon as they move into Viet Cong territory and

because of this threat learn rapidly and effectively about the surrounding

terrain. It is true that when reality provides the threat, the learning

of behaviors which will maintain the self goes on apace. If the desired

training has no other goal than to maintain the self as it is, then

threat-to self probably will not impede the progress of learning. But

in adult basic education and for that matter in all formalized education

this is almost never true. What we desire is growth, and growth involves

change in the self. Whenever such a broad goal is envisaged, then threat

to the self appears to be a barrier to significant and useful learning.

TOWARDS A WARMER CLIMATE

Within the Adult Basic educational system as a whole, and in each

component, we must develop a climate in which innovation is sought, in

which the creative abilities of all the involvees are nourished and ex-

oressed rather than stifled. We must give a climate in which the focus

is not upon teaching, but on the facilitation of student self-directed

learning. Only then can we help develop the functioning adult student

who is open to all his experience; aware of it and accepting it, and

continually in the process of changing. So what is this kind of environ-

ment like? It's warm, open, honest, exiciting and student-centered. It

could simply be called a climate of freedom.

It is my feeling that each participant in the ABE program should be

presented with as many decision-making opportunities as possible. He

should be involved in the selection of content, the amount of time to be

"spent with such content, the place of meeting, the time of meeting, and
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most of the learning procedures which appear consistent with the general

objectives of the total program. This kind of freedom is basic in pro-

viding an optimum learning mode. Understand of course that the misuse or

misunderstanding of freedom (either by teacher or learner) can destroy the

learning situation which we are attempting to improve. It can be destruct-

ive when it is a power of only administrators and teachers, and when the

other involved adults (ABE students) are free only to accept the mandates

of the leaders. Since the pendulum is a "swinger" it is equally foolish

when group participants are allowed to do anything they want to do but do

not have the necessary experience or skill to guide themselves. Surpris-

ingly, however, this is seldom a problem with ABE participants.

The climate of freedom and acceptance is delicate. It is successful

only with an increasing amount of responsibility granted to each partici-

pant. It must be free from social or personal Lestraints. It must allow

for each learner to experiment, make mistakes, achieve, fail and

Perhaps you are wondering about not only the climate described above

tore importantly the teacher or learning facilitator who can create

such a climate. Allow me to recall my own observations and briefly re-

late those characteristics whidh I have observed in humanistic educators

who create this environment so needed for the learners with whom we all

work.

Contrasted with the traditional classroom teadher, the humanistic

educator:

1. is less protective of his own constructs and beliefs, and is
therefore able to listen more accurately to others (faculty,
supervisors, students, etc.)

2. finds it easier and less threatening to accept change

3. is more able to listen to students, especialLy to the feelings
of students
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4. pays as much attention to his relationship with his students, as
to the outlined content material of the "course"

5. develops a more equalitarian atmosphere in the learning environ-
ment to spontaneity, to creative thinking, to independent and
self-directed work.

Because of a more humanistic learning experience some anticipated

changes in students will also be realized. The learner

1. will feel more free to express both negative and positive feelings
in class--with and toward other students, his teacher, and toward
content material;

2. will tend to learn how to work through these feelings instead of
holding them "under" until they explode;

3. will consequently have more energy to devote to his learning
because he has reduced the fears which have in the past required
most of his thinking and behavior;

4. will discover he has a responsibility for his own learning;

5. will feel free to take on additional learning responsibilities,
with the understanding that his teacher understands regardless
of the outcome;

6. will find that his fear of authority and his rebellic:, against
authority will diminish, as he discovers for perhaps the first
time-that teachers and school related people are human beings,
often relating in less than desirable ways with others but
willing to admit the same;

7. will find that the learning process has a direct carry-over to
his out-of-school life as well.

Having followed my thoughts thus far you are cognizant of the fact

that little or no mention has been made about such things as diagnosing

for individual learning needs, programmed materials, systems technology,

questioning strategies, generi6 process functions, etc. Although each of

these recently investigated and implemented processes (and many more) are

important they cannot be ranked as the first and foremost action-oriented

considerations for ABE or any other program of formalized learning. Inter-

personal relations must be our first concern. Man exists first and defines
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himself second; man is nothing but what he makes of himself. It is my

sincere.feeling that our first move is to make every ABE student aware

of what he is and to make the full responsibility of his existence rest

on him. This precludes all other aspects of ABE. From this principle the

following basic tenets should be considered:

1. Each ABE student exists in a world of many choices. A/though
determinism is the basic fabric of the physical universe, it is
not the basic fabric of man.

2. Each ABE student is what he does. Learning without action is in-
significant. ActicAs taken define his essence.

3._ Each ABE student rust rely on himself and upon his fellow man to
exist within a changing universe or he will perish.

4. Each ABE student's relationship to others must be that of self-
realization for all with whom he relates and an understanding of
empathy and sympathy in his everyday existence.

CONCLUSION

Much of present education seems to operate on the assumption that,

"Students cannot be trusted." Therefore the teacher must be responsible

for all, which includes supplying motivation, organizing all materials,

determining process, writing and administering exams and quizzes, and

seemingly using every method conceivable to coerce tbe student into de-

sired "learning" activities.

What I have attempted to discuss with you is based on the assumption

that "We can trust students." I feel that we can trust with confidence

(if there is any other way) the student's desire to learn in every way

which will serve that end; we can trust him to grow, provided that the

environment and climate for growth is available to him.

If you accept this assumption-and are willing to try trusting and

adopt operationally that which has been presented, then certain behaviors
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can follow. You can create a classroom or learning environment which will

respect.the dignity and integrity of each student, you can learn to accept

all opinions and attitudes as being honest expressed feelings of the

students' internal frame of reference at that time. You can learn to

accept the feelings and emotionalized attitudes which individuals bring

to your class each day. You will accept yourself as a member of a learning

group, rather than "the" authority figure. You will make diversified

learning resources available, knowing that if they meet the needs of the

students they will be used. You will even eventually rely upon the

capacity of each student to assess his progress in terms of the purposes

which he has at that time. You will have confidence in the fact that,

in this atmosphere which you have helped to create, a type of learning

is taking place which is personally meaningful and which assists the

total self-development of the individual ABE student as well as improving

his acquaintance with a given field of knowledge. And you will have an

encounter and involvement with learners which is unique and truly

beautiful.

Idealistic? Yes. Unrealistic? Only to those unwilling to assume

some risk taking behavior which is called trusting, allowing, giving,

receiving, and sharing.
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LIST OF POSSIBLE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES
THAT ARE AVAILABLE TO ABE STUDENTS

Agricultural Extension Service
Alcoholics Anonymous
American Cancer Society
American Legion
American Red Cross
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Business
Catholic Daughters of America
Catholic Maternity Institute
Child Development Center
Churches--Literacy Councils
Civic Groups
Civil Defense
Colleges and Universities
Community Action Program
Concentrated Employment Prcgram
Employment Security
Family Counceling Service Office
Good Will 4,-;tries

Health Department, Division of Health Education
Industry
Knights of Columbus
Libraries
Local Public Legislative Aid
Local Schools' Distributive Education and State Department
Local Schools' Home Economics Department
Local School Public Librarians
Manpower Development Training Act
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
Neighborhood Youth Corps
Office of Economic Opportunity
Opportunity Schools
Private Vocational Schools
Public Safety Departments
Public Vocational and Technical Schools
Service Organizations
Eagles
Kiwanis
Lions
Masons
Rotary

Social Security Administration
State Hospital
The State Public Library
VJW
Veterans Administration
Veteran's Service Commission
Volunteer Educational Organizations
Vocational Rehabilitation of the State Department of Education--State and Local
Welfare Department--State and Local
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CULTURE OP POVERTY
By

Dr. Edward Casavantes
Southwestern Cooperative

Educational Laboratory, Inc.
117 Richmond Drive, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

This is one of a series of discussion sessions for Adult Basic Education

teachers in the area of guidance and counseling. Today's presentation relates

to understanding the individual who comes fram a home where the family income

is so low that we speak of him living in a "Culture of Poverty."

The very recent emphasis on race relations and ethnic relations somettmes

takes away same of the limelight from a sociologic area that perhaps may be of

greater importance than the idea of race or ethnicity. We are speaking of

those in America who live in a Culture of Poverty.

Usually we 6Q,fine anybody in the United States who makes between $3,000

and $3,300 or less, and with a family of four, as living in a Culture of Poverty.

That does not mean that other people who have slightly more money do not live

in poverty, for they would if, for instance, they had a larger number of

children. Contrarywise, same individuals, such as retired people, or people

living on farms where they raise same of their own foodstuffs, may be making

even less than that and yet not be living in what we tend to call the "Culture

of Poverty."

Among the most hnportant findings of Social Science research in recent

years have been the detailed descriptions of how social class affects behavior.

No one in our society can be free of being "pegged" as belonging to one

of the various categories of social class. We hear a great deal about the so

called middle class, which encompasses people who are in the majority of American
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society. Typically these people make approximately $5,000 to $10,000 a year,

again, in a comparable four member family. Middle clasq has its own special

values, but these will not be discussed today.

Approximately 16 percent of the white Anglo-Saxon, protestant population

of the United States lives in a Culture of Po7erty. Some 25 percent of the

American Blacks live in a Culture of Poverty. Although not trying to detract

from the plight of the Negro, it must be pointed out that not every Black in

America is totally poor, and in fact the proportion of Blacks that live in

poverty is even smaller than Mexican Americans. The graph shows that approxi-

mately one-third of all Mexican Americans live in a Culture of Poverty, that

is make less than about $3,300 per year per family of four. The worst off of

any ethnic group is the American Indian, whose medium income is estimated to be

$2,640. This means that 75 percent of all American Indians in American today

live in poverty.

It is not necessary to go into a long discourse as to how much $3,000 a

year will buy for a family of four. It is an appallingly small amount of

money on which to subsist. Medical care, appropriate and nurishing food,

adequate clothing and adequate housing, good education for the youngsters,

lack of informational material such as books, encyclopedias, resource materials,

and even friends who have higher education, all are missing from the home in

the Culture of Poverty.

The most obvious thing that the individual from the Culture of Poverty

demonstrates is his tendency to over-simplify his experiences and his view of

the world. Things are seen as either bladk or white. People are, in effect

the "good guys," or they are the "bad guys." Fine distinctions are not made

and lack of information and knowledge are often a factor when poor decisions

are frequently made.
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Feelings of powerlessness. This is a feeling which has a great deal of

validity to it for it implies a feeling of loss of control over nature, over

institutions, over events, and over people. ln effect this is more than just

a mere "feeling," for it demonstrates a l_enuine loss of power over those events,

since the individual, not having a good job or money or prestige, truly cannot

influence a great number of things that happen about him.

Item number three relates to the feelings of deprivation. Obviously,

these also are not just mere feelings, for once again there is a real depriva-

tion present, so that in effect the deprivation that is felt is a valid and

genuine appraisal of the man's position. He simply does not have the resources

to acquire some of Lhe material things that have become relatively commonplace

in modern America.

We see that the man from the Culture of Poverty evidences insecurity.

This again has a great deal of validity to it, for it is not unusual for a

man not to know where he will be tomorrow. His income is unsteady as well as

meager. In addition, and to make matters worse, the very narrow and limited

resources that he has are totally depleted by any nne of the many troubles

that beset him. Not only does he have fewer with which to meet any

emergency, but because of the basically unsound situation in which he finds

himself, he very often has a greater number of troubles than most middle class

people. Troubles with the law, doctor bills, no hospitalization insurance,

great number of difficulties with thciir transportation (for they often have

to buy second and third hand cars), difficulties with their homes, and behavior

difficulties because of lack of sophistication as to what is the right or proper

thing to do in certain given cirucumstances, all combine to actually give the

average man from the middle class has, even though the middle class man has more

personal, social, institutional, and financial resources with which to meet

these emergencies.
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Discuss the following points:

1. Do you recall individuals you know that come from the Culture of

Poverty who have simplified a complicated social notion? Discuss

these examples in terms of the over-simplification.

2. Discuss antidotes from individuals in the middle class regarding how

their own conversations with people from the Culture of Poverty

reflect feelings of loss of control over nature, institutions and

people.

3. Discuss how anyoae in the group would feel if he did not know what

job, ii any, he would have within the next week. How would it affect

his life, how would it affect his family, in what way would it change

his whole life. Goal of number tnree: See how a "Culture of Poverty"

would help.

Adaptation of Patterns. (Item A) Possibly the most important notion that

we have to learn about.the poor is that they live in a "Culture of Poverty."

By "Culture" we mean a way of life, a style of life, which is totally functional

in the way it operates. In a word, it works. It may be that some of the

things that people from the Culture of Poverty do appear somewhat strange or

unusual relative to the way most middle class people are. However, this

Culture is something that for the poor man works. It gives him a ready set

made of answers for the everyday problems that he meets and consequently this

is something he learns early in Iife.

Item B relates to the present time orientation. The man from the Culture

of Poverty has to do something that is helpful and useful right now. This

has some drawbacks, in that doing something which is useful in the inmediate

present often retards progress. s a consequence, often the man from the

4 `11
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Culture of Poverty finds it difficult working his way out of the morass of the

lower-lower class and into middle class, should he chose to progress into a

more comfortable income level.

Item C. Because the behavior patterns--which we will discuss in a few

minutes--are a functional set of processes, there is a great deal of resistance

in leaving these old and familiar ways. These are a form of security. Some

middle class viewpoints may feel that they are not appropriate, but the

individual from the Culture of Poverty feels secure within them insofare as that,

within Chem, he knows where he is, who his friends are, and whom he can trust.

Item D calls attention to the fact that an individual from the Culture of

Poverty, placed in a middle class world, faces a way of life which is different

from the lower class way of life in that the things that the man from the

Culture of Poverty feels as terribly huportant, namely the old and familiar

things, the feelings of closeness of friends and with family are not necessarily

available to him. Consequently there in ing_sE2sLta for the man from the

Culture of Poverty when he moves into middle class culture.

Discuss the following point in considerable detail.

I. Give examples from experience of individuals in the class of how the

man from the Culture of Poverty does things which are practical and

which are immediate.

2. Now relate these adaptive behaviors to whatever are felt to be middle

class values and draw contrast.

Also draw contrast between the hnportance immediate gratification

versus postponed gratification, postponed gratification being more

characteristic of the middle class.
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4. Next, discuss some of the problems a lower class man would encounter

should he find himself in the middle class in a sudden situation,

such as an individual who came into a moderate income all of a

sudden, say jumping from $3,000 a year to $6,000 a year.

"Characteristic Behaviors and Attitudes of People from the Culture of

Poverty."

A. There is a great deal of reliance placed on family and on kin and on

neighbors. This emphasis on people re lects the very close intrr-

)ersonal interaction that individuals from the Culture of Poverty

must share. Thia idea can be summed up iii a simple phrase "If you

don't have money, you have to have people."

It is often said that middle class individuals are not people who

have a great deal of interest in civic and community activities.

The individual from the lower-lower class, however, is even worse with

regard to joining voluntary associations such as service clubs,

church groups, political groups, and other such voluntary groups. The

reason for this is that in a group he nay not find the security in

knowing exactly what to do. Also he may feel that the pay-off in a

club activity as immediate.

This calls attentiOn to the lower-lower class individuals' very

intense preference for the old and the familiar. Most individuals

feel most comfortable with 'old shoe' relationships. Most do not like

to do new things, try new activities, or to engage in new relationships.

They feel uncomfortable in new activities or in new events. Such

individuals feel very uncamfortable in these new situations, which

increases their insecurity. They--rightly or wrongly--feel that they

are "not competent" in such new relationships, and thus they do not

feel socially adept.
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Have the class discuss the following problems.

1. Why is the idea "if you don't have money, you have to have people"

an important one.

2. Discuss also why there is reluctance for individuals from the Culture

of Poverty to join voluntary association.

3. What experiences have members of the class had in trying to organi:-e

Culture of Poverty groups, perhaps at school, perhaps at -:oolicical

groups, perhaps for civic or social action.

4. Discuss evidence of the ntoions mentioned that the individual from the

Culture of Poverty feels uncomfortable when placed in new situations,

especially using examples relating to the school setting anC .zo ABE

in particular.

D. This calls attention to something extremely important for individuals

engaged in any form of education. In general, the individual from

the Culture of Poverty is essentially anti-intellectual. He dislikes

such things as the opera, the ballet, artists, writers, painters, and

professors. Such things as dramatics, stage plays (not only say on

television, but on the stage itself) are not considered particularly

valuable or interesting. Even when these are presented in schools, and

their children are involved in them, the parents are not always

interested. Parents from the Culture of Poverty characteristically

do not encourage their children in school. While it would be an

exaggeration to say that all people from the Culture of Poverty

discouraae their children from attending school, it is true that even

though many give "lip service" to the value of education, tey do not
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always encourage their children in a vigorous and substantial way to,

say, stay in school despite hardships which might be somewhat softened

by the teenager going to work. Perhaps the best way to say all of

this is that they do not stress education as a particularly valuable

asset in their lives. Here again the middle class contrast is

completely obvious, with the middle class parents stressing education

as the single most important thing in a youngster's life, second only

to socially adequate and appropriate behavior.

Sometimes parents from the Culture of Poverty discourage education in their

children or discourage education within themselves or with others because they

do not wish to appear "smarter" than others. Also, at times, parents are afraid

that their children will know more than they do. This type of thing strikes

the middle class individual as unrealistic, for most of us feel we want our

children to be "better" than we ourselves are. It is hard for us to believe

that a lower class parent may be frightened by the fact that his own youngster

may know more about a particular topic than he does.

Lastly under the anti-intellectual area, we would like to point out that

indeed the anti-intellectual atmosphere helps to perpetuate the "small world"

concept and the over-simplification of things outlined in the beginning of this

talk.

It is important to call attention to the fact that none of the characteristics

of the Culture of Poverty is isolated from the others. When we talk about a

Culture of Poverty we mean a way of life which has internal consistency and

which reinforces itself in every aspect. In this regard middle class culture,

or for that matter, the culture of any ethnic group, is also essentially

internally consistent insofar as it serves life-supporting purposes.
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For example, item number E which is entitled "Intolerance" is an interest-

ing one to discuss. We correctly percnive that individuals in the Culture of

Poverty as over-representing minority groups. Yet it is these very minority

groups who most often demonstrate prejudi e against other minorities. In this

regard, they are not very different from the rest of us who have some measure

of prejudice--at least in small measure--for any people who are somehow

different from ourselves. Specifically however, the intollerance of the

individuals from the Culture of Poverty has some unique targets. The homosexual,

the individual who is felt to be un-American, individuals who are "arty," or

even "hippie," and atheists or atheistic-minded individuals are all seen with

a great deal of dislike. To give a very graphic exsmple, there is on record

an instance where three young teenage boys from a poverty background were

arrested for assaulting a homosexual. When asked why they assaulted this man,

their answer was as unequivocal as could be: "Because he was a queer!" When

told that was no reason to beat up anyone, even if you didn't like the

individual being homosexual, they simply could not understand this. The

individual from the Culture of Poverty, however, does not feel that certain'

behavior, ususally seen by the middle class individual as undesirable, is

undesirable, for him. For example, drunkeness is not seen as particularly

undesirable, nor is fighting seen as particularly undesirable. Swearing and

the use of vulgar language is not particularly frowned upon. Much of what

an average middle class individual would call sexual misconduct is not always

seen as sexual misconduct. This is one of the reasons why middle class people

sometimes 'look down" upon lower class individuals as being "immoral." Also,

because of the frequency with which arrests are made, and individuals are

thrown in jail, it does not seem to many people from the Culture of Poverty
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thaL. hav-,ng been in jail is particularly bad, and having been in jail does not

brand you as an undesirable 'adividual.

:Stop the tape please. Have the group discuss the following two points:

1. In what way does an anti-intellectual attitude interfere with tLe

teaching of ABE students?

2. In what way.does anti-intellectual attitude increase and perpetuate

prejudice among the very groups where it is hoped prejudice will be

reduced?
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What the Adult Bcf.dc Studc2,,L Ica-zr I-

As thc population of tlIc United States grows aDd as life bccoms

increasingly complex -.1.n a modern society, the results of pressure on the

undereducated become more and more.visible. While a quantitative estimate

of the correlation between educati.on and social doyth,.rs is tenuous at best

on present data, it is sobering to consider the fact that the undereducrXed

constitute the bulk of the participants in disorders and in welfare programs.

In 1966, almost 24 million persons in the United States 18 years of

age or older, had less than an eighth grade education. This population is

defined as the Educationally Disadvantag d Populaticn (EDP) of our nation.

The tremendous number of these undereducated people is increased by a group

which has not been counted. These are individuals whose records iridicate

that they have completed more than eight years of formal schooling but did

not retain an education equivalent to this level.. These two groups of indi-

viduals are referied to as the "functionally illiterate", i.e. , even though

they may bc able to read or wriLe to some degree. They do not posess an

education that will enable them to function effectively in our complex, modern

society.

The inability of these educationally handicapped people to enter into

the economic and civic life of the community to the fullest extent is

detracting, not only from the scope of the lives of the individual, but from

the economic, ctvic, and social strength of the nation.

The tremendous technical ability of American socl_ety is at long last

being directed, at least in part, toward the problems of the classroom.

During recent years a virtual explosion has occurred ill educational tech-

nology, although much is still in the developmental, experintal or testing stages.
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The Adult Basic Education Program, anth_urize.d uncle.): the Adult EducrAion

Act of 1966 (P. L. 89-750, Title III, Elem2ntary and Secondary Education

Amendments of 1966) to correct national, social and ecoamic problems,

specifically offers:

. . education for adults to enable them to overcome English language

limitations, to improve their basic education in preparation for

occupational training and more profitable employment, and to become

more productive and responsible citizens. .

Many studies have been made which illustrate the differences between

adult students in general and educationally disadvantaged adult students,

and distinguish between adults as learners and children as pupils.

The teacher of children studies dhild development in an effort to under-
-

stand what makes children tick - how they think, how they grow, how they lcar.

The.teacher gears his educational program to the interests and abilities of

the students in his class.

Adult education programs should be at least as appropriate to the interefAs

and abilities of the students as that for children, if not more so. While

the adult will probably prefer counting change to counting dinosaurs, for

instance, the same principle is in operation.

But adults are not merely tall children. The learning characteristics

which teachers have observed children do not necessarily appear in adult

students. They come to class with an entirely different set'of characterist-lcs,

attitudes, motivations, assets, and limitations.

Generally speaking, the .adult differs from the child in experience,

life style, an4 in physical requirements for learning. The fact that the
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adult stuJent is as old r.s (often older than) thn teacher mez;11.F.: tbet be

brings as much or more experience to the classroom as the teachcr does.

It means, too, that he comes back to the school room with, at worst,

a sense of past failure or, at best, the feeling of being an alien in a

world he is no longer accustomed to.

A summary, developed by the National Association for Public School

Adult Educators (NAPSAE), provides some of the major distinctive characteris-

tics among addlt learners in general and educationally disadvantaged adult

students.

The following are some of the char'acteristics of the adult learner in

general:

1. He tends tc be more rigid in his thinking. He has acquired a

set pattern of behavior, and has set ideas of what is right and wrong, fact

and fiction. This pattern hes to be "unset in order for learning to take

place.

2. He usually requires a longer time to perform learning tasks.

While the adult's capacity to learn may have remained essentially unchanged,

the older he becomes, the slower his reaction time, and the less efficient

are those senses on which learning depends - sight and hearing.

3. He is more impatient in the pursuit of learning objectives.

is.also less tolerant of work -which does not.have immediate anei direct

application to his objectives. He isAmpatient with long Alscourses on

theory and wants practical application.

.4 Be 'requires more and better light f - study tasks. This is

particulai.ly true for those over -35.years.
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5. The older adult has restricted P8wer.s of adjuslmlmt to exteroal

temperatv.re cbanges and to distortiOns. Ile requires a more constvnt and

comfortable environment in order to work effectively.

6. He has greater-difficulty.remamhering isolc:ted factalthou311 his

compretension of difficult re-ading material'shOws little or no change from

childhood.

7. He suffers more from being deprived of success than does tha

young learner and is m9tivated more by fhe usefulness of the material to

be learned.

8. He has more compelling responsibilities wbfch cordpete with

education for his time.

9. He is not a captive audience. He attendS voluntarily, and if

interest is lacking, he is inclined to stop attending.

10. Re is used to being.treated as.a mature lierson and reSents

having teachers talk down to him.

11. Adult student groups tend to be more heterogeneous than classes
INP

of young,people. Adult students are likely to come from a wider variety of

backgrounds, and have .a greater.range of intelligence'levels, than a youth

class.

12.. Adults are sometimes fatigued when they attend class, Which is

often after a day's work or household responsibilities.

Weshave noted the. differences between the adult and the child studen't in

terms of learning and teaching,.And have enumerated the characteristics of
, .

the adult student learner in general. Now let us look at the disadvantaged

adult in the Adult basic education .6ourse. How and why does he differ from
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his middle-class, middle-income countu,:part in edult educc,tton elnE;ses

(althouch not adult basic education classes)?

Whei reduced to a statistic, the undeceducated adult comprises almost

21% of the adult population. As previously ventioned, there are approxi-

mately 24 million people like him, age 18 and over, with less thca an eighth

grade education. Aftcr June 30, 1969, the age for eligibiLity will be

lowered from 10 to 16 to meet the needs of outof-school youth.

Approximately 63% of participants in ABE programs come from urban areas

and about half come from what we eUphemistically call minority groups. It

.is not the fact that they like astronauts ormovie stars, are in the

minority whidh sets them apart. It is their poverty, .combined with all the

features of their lives which tend to keep them poor. Minority groups most

prominently represented in ABE classes are Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Cubans,

Mexican Americans, and American Indians.

The other half of the ABE population represents the poor white segment

of our native citizens. Host of these are rural people .particularly from

the South and the Appalachian states.

In the spring of 1967, a survey taken of approximately 24% (93 000)

the enrollment showed that two-thirds of the participants are between the

ages of 18 and 44. Almost half are heads of families and main wage earners.

Whit participants are divided

Negroes;

almost equally between the sexes; but among

there are 33% more women than men. About 58% of the participants

are parried and almost 54% have an incipMe belou $3,000.00 per year. Tdo

thirds of the group listed self-improvement es their reason for enrolling

in ABE claises. Education get a job or a better job ranked second with.29%.
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The ABE students as peolae comprise cat,c histolies of a varicty of

social, economical aiLd educational backgrounds. Many of them are fooad

crowded together in city ghettos and bartios, doing what little manlal

work has not yet been taken over by machines. Many seek out a veager inco

in seasonal farm wolk, migrating from one low-paid, uncertain job to the next.

Sopiewhere between the impersonal statistics and the life stories of

flesh-and-blood peopin lies the realm of thc sociologist who describes the

general characteristics of groups of people. His generalizations are less

precise than the stctisti-s and less specific than the case histories, but

they may give us more insight into the ABE student's living patterns than

any other approach. A composite picture of the undereducated person would

show that he tends to have a typical pattern of social and cultural traits.

For the most part, the educationally disadvantaged learner shares the

same characteristics a3 the general adult learner. But he also has special

handicaps that further inhibit his learning process. These have also been

summarized by NAPSAE as follows:

1. Lack of self confidence. Because disadvantaged adults have

rarely experienced success either as children in school or in their work,

or social life since.leaving school, they often fecl inadequate, unable to

learn and compete.

2. Fear of school. The fear usually stems from a student's past

experience with school. Associated with the fear of school is the fear "ef

. being taught information incompatible with what has been taught at home,

fear of public exposure of failure, fear of being tested.

3. Living in conditions of economic poverty. There is a high correlation

betweea level cf education and level of income - the less educated having the
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lower inco.ile. Disadvantaged studcInts bry hc living in eytrc,, y crowdd

conditions with neither spaee nor quiet for outside r:ading.

Poor nutrition may be thc cause of studc-at apathy, short attcntion sprn

and sleepiness in class. Poverty also means that stvdentn in ABE classes

may have other physical handicaps that impair learning, such as poor vision

or hearing which they cannot afford to correct.

4. Probably below average in scholastic aptitude. Uhile many under-

educated adults have average ability, and some have superior ability, more

seem to be2 below average for academic learning.

5. CuL.uralIfTelo-rived. A recent national survey by the University

of Chicago revealed that the undereducated participEite least in educational

and cultural pursuits. Social workers have fpund that many people living

in slum areas have never been farther than a fec: blocks from their homes;

many are completely umware of the existence of nearby libraries, museum:,

and other free sources of cultural enrichment. Often those who do know

. that these places exist are afraid to enter them: they are afraid that

they will not know"hog to ace', that their pobr clothing may make them

. .

conspicuous, and that those in charge will look down on them.

6 Values, attitudes and goals differ from upper.and middle class

norms. More likely than not, undereducated adults have a value system

different from that of adults of the upper and middle classes. They

.frequently Show:indifference or even.hostility toward social institutions.

Their goals for their .children rarely, include college - but nearly always-.

include getting a job.

7...Weak. motivation. Because they have failed to achieve the recognized -

American values of succe6s, efficiency, practicality, work, equality, and
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freedom, the underedixated ar t-. ent:;ily.dinconrned, and fic,qusntly

exhibit aa a__uc.Ic of almost cmplete ror.ignation. (In its clsioll

of the psychology of learning, the Guide points out thot "motivation is

probably the most basic element of learailig.")

8. Unusually sensitive to nonverbal forms of colmunication. A

limited vocabulary and lim-Zted shill in articulation forces most under-

educated adults to communicate extensively on 'the nonverbal level. They

are extremely sensitive to nonverbal clues, and tend to judge more by action

than words.

9. Feeling of helplessness. When a adult'studeat doubts his ability

to learn he blocks or retards his thinking process. Anxiety and helplesnness

result and he often eKpresses these in feclingsin hostility tovF.rd subject

matter, persistent be77ilderment in spite of several explanations, lack of

participation of atten4ion, procrastination or forgetting, and inability to

start or continue work alone.

10. Varying levels of .intelligence. The Majority of undereducated adults

are far from stupid. On the contrary, because of their inability to read and

write in a society where people live by these skills, they have been forced

to live by their w5ts. On the other hand, it would be a uistake to assume

that all illiterates have a highly developed degree of native intelligence.

11. "Live-for-today" philosophy. Many adults from lower socio-economic

backgrounds have little concept of long-range planning in their llves.

The idea of doing something today for a possib1e benefit several uonths

or years from now is foreign to them.

12. liostility toward authority. Undereducated adults have often had

unhappy Associations with representatiVes of authority (policeman, boss, parunts),
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end, consequently ally authoyity figure is like to arour;e either their

hidden or overt ho:Aility. In the students' pLst experio;Ice, tevelerE

have often; been such authority figures.

13. Unacceptable behavior. Middle class teachers often cannot accept

behavior which is acceptable, even praiseworthy, aalong undereducated adults.

This overt or silent ciiticism sets up a serious barrier between the

teacher and the student. It alienates the student not only from the

teacher, but al o from the content of what is being taught.

14. Reticence. Many undereducated adults have difficulty expring

their feelings, discussing their needs and standing up for their rie`its.

15. Use of defence mechanisms. The more uneducoted the adult, the

r ,re likely he is to attempt to hide his illiteracy fran his frieadE, and

even his teacher, by carrying a newspaper or book, carrying pencl-- in a

conspicuous place, not having glosses when asked to read, citing an injury

to his "writing" hand when asked for written respOnse, and exhibiting an

extremely well developed oral expression with a reasonable vocabularY.

16. Need for status. Use of first names, nicknames and words such

as "boy" tend to arouse antagonisms and resentment.

17. Tendency to lose interest. Undereducated adults, just as average

adult students, will leave a classroom situation which does not fulfill

their needs.

It is quite obvious that most of the characteristics of the poor, uneducated,

depriVed, person are not only different froM.those of the middle-class students,

but are characteristics which would.be considered undesirab3e by middle class.

American. standards.
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Poverty is a stigmr, today, not because it is any less pitiful than in

previous years, but because we have invented a cure for it: edueetloo.

Since a high school diploma guarantees a person the means of earning a

livelihood, many people think pove.7..ty is unnecessary. They cannot understand

why the poor do not get educated and go to work. What they do not realize

is that the poor have tried to get an education, but have either failed

or been rejected.

Since the school system has cast put those who cannot conform to it,

it is the task of the ABE Program to create an educational system that

conforms to the student - his level of ability, hig needs and his desires.

Such a program must start where the student is, and help move him where he

'wants to be. In this way, Adult Basic Education offers the only chance for

the adult learaer's ultimate escape from the cycle of poverty and ignorance.
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Adult Basic Education

Social Awareness
(Implications for Guidance)

Introduction

Post-World Community education from post-World War II
War II

to the present has undergone serious change in

certain important relations between the school

and teachers on the one hand, and community and

cultural transmitters on the other. Adult basic

education programs of all types and descriptions

have come into being immediately following World

War II and a great deal more emphasis has been

placed in this area within this decade.

Community education is primarily concerned

with teaching advilts. Non-literates are taught

to read; poor farmers to farm better; people

ChaalLEE who had no form of co-operative corporate action
Roles

to work on committees, organize boards of

directors, take and delegate responsibility;

form economic patterns of subsistence and survi-

val. When the emphasis is upon changing the im-

mediate physical circumstances, there is

usually less attention given to the children in



the scheme than whs.-re community education and

community development are seen as laying the

groundwork within which the next generation can

be brought up differently, fed, clothed, disci-

-Dlined, and taught in a way which their parents

nave not been. But whether the goal is to change

poor farmers into good farmers, to teach adults

to read the 1,300 commonest Chinese characters,

or simply to introduce the adults to the idea

that their children should be allowed to go to

school instead of tending sheep, pigs, or younger

children, it is today still a form of education

directed toward adults!
1

In order for the teacher of Adult Basic

Education to gain a better understanding of the

students that she comes into contact with, it is

necessary, if not imperative, that she acquaint

herself with the social environments of these

students.

Communities and People

Communities have visible group structure.

People fall into groups. They work in groupa,

they play in groups, and these groups cut across



and overlap one another, so that some people be-

long to one se.: of groups, other people to another

set of groups, and so on. Lawyers tend to see

other lawyers not only in courts, but also in cer-

tain clubs, certain churches, and at certain

Social parties; factory workers tend to see other factory
Areas

Social
Class

workers in certain parks, certain churches and

certain union meetings. Furthermore, the communi-

ty's physical structure reflects these groups.

The community iJ cut up into areas by railroad

tracks, the highways, and factory districts, and

the people living in one district appear to be

different kinds of people from those living in

other districts.
2

There are various roles that people play

in any given social area. There is evidence that

members of different communities do share similar

political, economical and other attitudes. The

pattern of wants and goals beliefs, feelings,

attitudes, values, and actions which members of

a community expect are to a large degree determined

by the social environment in which the individual

finds himself.

Social It is up to the individual to manipulate his

1343sinlx
environment in such ways as to attempt to find a
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Cultural
Roles

better soc.:_a position for himself, thus opening

some aver-1-s for a more comfortable economic situa-

tion. Sa=aaL mobility is a basic fact about our

social People are born into a certain

class, bu= considerable number move into another

class dur= their adolescence or early adulthood.

Education .., an important means of achieving so-

cial mobii -- more important now than it was

at the beg=nning of this century. 3

What do these facts about social class and

social structure mean for democracy? If democracy

means that all people are equal, then there cannot

be a democracy with social class. But if democracy

means that people have equal opportunity to "pur-

sue happiness," whatever that may signify, then

social clases may be compatible with democracy

provided people have equal opportunity to move from

one class -.=o another.
41
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In a discussion of social groups and social

classes, one cannot separate the role that culture

reflects in one s total environment. No two cul-

tures are identical. There are many factors which

influence t-vr individual and the society in adapting

to the environment, Physical environmental factors
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such as: climate, topography, natural resources,

etc., influence certain cultural arrangements

adopted by a society. Man is not restricted by .his

physical environment; he can, within certain limits,

Cultural act on it and change it to fit his needs. The cul-
Interchange

ture of a given group or society is also influenced

by contacts with other cultural groups. One cul-

tural group borrows from another group. They borrow

those things which are helpful to them in solving

the problems they face. Once the group accepts a

given arrangement of a typical means of coping with

a problem, then it becomes their "accepted" way of

doing things. It must be pointed out here that there

are many "decent" and "accepted" ways of doing things

by many different groups of people.

Each society adopts a particular set of

arrangements for solving its problems which become

traditional arrangements, transmitted from genera-

tion to generation.

The individual and his culture are related in

a very complex way. The individual, although a part

of his cultural group, may also be a creature of

that culture, or a carrier, a manipulator or a crea-

tor of his culture. As a creature of culture, the

individual displays conformity. He is strongly
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motivated to behave appropriately in every situa-

tion. As a carrier of his culture, the individual

plays a more active and positive role. He strives

to exemplify the desirability of the sanctioned

ways and to teach them to others.

The manipulator of culture uses the common atti-

tudes, values, and patterns of behavior to advance

his own interests. In the role of creator, the

individual serves as a vehicle for cultural change.

Cultures change as the result of the actions of

specific individuals who are able to challenge the
5

status quo and bring abotit innovations.

The chief value of this description of the

different roles which the individual may play in

relation to his culture is to emphasize that the re-

lation between an individual and his culture is an

active, give-and take relation.

Groups

Every individual at least in our present com-

plex societies, is a member of many different social

groups groups which are vitally significant to

his individual welfare. Groups differ in their

make-ups and differ-in patterns of likes and dislikes
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among the members of the group.

For most groups, one can safely say that group

membership serves a function for the individual.

Through it he satisfies his wants. It may serve

to provide food and shelter and sexual satisfaction.

It may protect him against external threats. It may

be the avenue for achievement of social goals which

require cooperative effort. It may serve the affilia-

tion want and the desires for recognition and pres-
6

tige.

The feeling of "group belongingness" importantly

determines the individual's feeling of self worth.

The individual is very loyal to the group needs and

any attacks placed on "his group" may be defended
7

as vigorously as attacks on the self.

It is clear that a person will work for a group

goal only if he believes that its achievement will

satisfy his own wants.

Summary

The preceding information has been an attempt

to focus on some relevant social concepts dealing

with man and his society. Because of the limita-

tion of time and other factors, it is difficult to



elaborate and adequately cover in depth many impor-

tant aspects of social behavior as it relates to

adult basic education. Nevertheless, certain social

areas have been discussed which, the writer believes

will have some implications for guidance by the

teacher of Adult Education.

We have seen how the emphasis in community

education has increased during the last two decades.

We have seen how individuals react in groups and how

groups react in the community seating. We have been

exposed to the demands imposed by society on certain

individuals and groups and how these conditions evoke

certain kinds of behaviors and reponsibilities on

these grouns.

Certainly there is a great need for further in-

vestigation in the area of social awareness, but as

a beginning step, the teacher of adult basic educa-

tion can, with some degree of effectiveness, aid

those students under her charge, to assume a better

understanding of self and respect for each other.

The remaining portion of this paper will pro-

vide some basic guidelines and suggestions for use

by the adult basic education teacher in her efforts

to b6tter understand her students.
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Guidance Guidelines

Suggestions for the ABE Teacher

Social Leadership and Development

1. What organized social activities do your
students participate in?

A. In the community?

B. In the neighborhood?

*** Lead a discussion centered around these questions.

Provide the ABE student the opportunity to discuss his

views on social activities as they relate to him.

How does the ABE student see himself in rela-
tion to other members of the class?

A. In relation to his neighbors?

B. In relation to his community?

C. In relation to his "group"?

*** Discussions pertaining to these questions should

center around the individual as he sees himself. The

discussion should evoke some positive responses from

each member of the class as they view each others role.

3. What leadership potentials can be identified?

A. Within the class?

B. Within the "group"?

C. Within the neighborhood?

D. Within the community?

*** Develop a discussion dealing with leadership roles.

Carefully observe and listen to the students as they
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discuss their views on leadership. Take time to note

with interest those students who show display signs of

leadership and leadership potential. Note also those

students who indicate an interest and a desire to follow

the emerging leaders in the class.

4. In what ways are "groups" similar? Different?

A. In social settings?

B. In community settings?

C. In class settings?

*** Lead a discussion pertaining to "group" actions.

Stimulate and encourage responses that will tend to

yield responses from the class members or to the many

ways that groups are alike or different.

5. What role does income play in one's social
life?

A. At home?

B. In the neighborhood?

C. In the community?

*** A discussion on the "level of income" for an indivi-

dual or a group should create some interesting views for

the members of the class. The discussion leader should

attempt to involve each member of the class in express-

ing his own opinions about the role that income plays in

his day to day life.

6. What effects does one's culture and cultural
background have on his social and physical
environment?
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A. At home?

B. In the neighborhood?

C. In the community?

D. In the total society?

*** Any discussion on culture and cultural backgrounds

of individuals and groups should yield some very interest-

ing insights. The classroom teacher can derive a wealth

of information from a discussion of this type. Such

things as; dress, customs, habits, traditions, etc., will

serve to give the student a better understanding of him-

self and those around him. It is that information about

human beings which will help a student to understand him-

self better and to improve his relations with others.

7. How can the ABE teacher use Sociodrama to help
the ABE students achieve new understandings
and insights?

A. In the classroom?

*** Sociodrama is entirely spontaneous and unrehearsed.

Costumes are not needed. Props consist only of chairs,

tables, or other items commonly found in the classrooms.

Dramatic talent is not required; what the actors say is

more important than how it is said.

The first time that sociodrama is tried out, it is

important that each member of the group understand the

rules of the game. The teacher keeps the action moving,
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but does not direct the thinking of the students. The

teacher should aim to have every member of the group

understand what is expected.

For a first trial it is better to enact some home

problem. Some problems are real to each student. The

teacher should give the group free choice of home prob-

lems.

Sociodrama techniques are very useful if properly

done. Many facets of an individual's or a group's social

awareness can be developed by using these techniques.
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Teacher Awareness

There are certain basic institutions in all

societies These institutions are: (1) religion, (2)

the family, (3) education, (4) economics, (5) health,

(6) government and politics, and (7) recreation.

These institutions are readily observable by most

teachers and educators. To the ABE teacher, a general

knowledge of, and a review of these institutions, is of

great importance.

There is little doubt that the functions of our ba-

sic institutions are changing. This, in a changing socie-

ty and world,A.s an absolute necessity if the institu-

tions themselves are to survive. The family, for example,

has had some of its child-care functions transferred to

the school today, and children spend more time in school

than formerly was the case. Our political institution

is constantly changing as the federal government accepts

more responsibility in such areas as health, welfare,

poverty, integration of schoo17- and fair employment prac-

tices. Our economic system changes in areas such as taxa-

tion, tarrif, and the degree of government supervision

or control. Also, the number of women entering the labor

force has.resulted in a change in the economy. Many more

examples, and elaborations of the above, could produce

some very interesting and'useful discussions by the ABE

teacher and her class.
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jaLidance Activities
f=r the ABE Teacher

I. Create an atmasphere for discussion about each of

the basic social inztitutions.

A. Prepare a bulletin board exhibit

showing the primary functions of

the basic institutions.

B. Compare the sociolization process

in the home and that received in

the school.

II. Prepare a discussion on the problems faced by

minority groups in each of-the basic institutions.

A. Divide the class into small groups

and present some basic questions

for discussion on specific parts

of each institution.

B. Stimulate informal feedback from

the students on the results of

their small group diaCussions.

III. Suggest a discussion on how the basic institutions

are similar and how they are different.

A. Suggest ways how these institutions

are alike and how they affect their

daily life.
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B. Suggest ways how these institutions

develop certain ways for individuals

to view themselves and those around

them.
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